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1. MODULE 1
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most significant development on the WDG4 Locomotive is the 

introduction of the MAS Microprocessor control System. 

This control represents a significant evolution in Locomotive control systems:
1. As it has greatly reduced the number of “Modules” in the control system.

2. It provides significantly better fault detection of components and / or systems. 

3. It contains added “self tests” to aid in troubleshooting Locomotive faults.

The Heart of MAS system is Locomotive Control Computer MLC691. An in-depth 

study of the MLC691 will be presented later in the course but it is necessary to take 

a preliminary look at the MLC691 and an overview of some of the basic screen 

displays of the system.

1.2. MLC691 HARDWARE :
Fig 1.1 shows the display panel of the MLC 691 Control. The Display panel in the 

center of the Electrical Cabinet  serves as interface to computer, but it is not the heart 

of the control system. 

The MLC691 contains the Main Control computer (MCC), Data Management 

Computer (MDMC), Auxiliary Communication Controller (MACC), Intelligent Data 

Logger (MIDL), Digital Input Modules (MDIP), Digital Output Modules (MILS), Analog 

Input Modules (MAIP), Analog Output Modules (MAOP), Gate Drive and Zero 

Crossing Detection Module (MGDZCD), Frequency Input Module (MFIP), Auxiliary 

Generator PWM Module (AGPWM) and Power Supply Modules (PS1 & PS2). 
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1.3. DISPLAY PANEL DETAILS:
DISPLAY PANEL AND KEYPAD

                                MAIN MENU                                      PAGE : 1 / 2
                                         * 1. DATA METERS
                                           2. SELF TESTS
                                           3. FAULT ARCHIVE
                                           4. TM CUTOUT                          

  NEXT                         SELECT                          EXIT

Fig 1.1 MDS 737 Display control

1.4. MLC 691 CONTROL MODULES
Table 1.1 shows the different modules in the MLC 691 system

S. No Name of the Module Qty

1 Power Supply Modules (PS1 & PS2) 2 Nos

2 PWM Module (MAGPWM) 1 No

3 Gate Drive and Zero Crossing Detection Module (MGDZCD) 1 No

4 Frequency Input Module (MFIP) 1 No

5 Analog Input Modules(MAIP). 4 Nos

6 Main Control Computer(MCC) 1 No

7 Digital Output Modules(MILS). 5 Nos

8 Digital Input Modules(MDIP) 6 Nos

9 Data Management Computer (MDMC) 1 No

10 Auxiliary Communication Control (MACC) 1 No

11 Analog Output Module(MAOP) 1 No

12 Intelligent Data Logger (MIDL) 1 No

Table 1.1
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Display Configuration is going on                
Please Wait...          

Fault Messages                                              

1.5. BASIC SCREENS:
During power ON the user is welcomed with a Medha Logo screen, followed by 

name of the system “MEDHA AC - AC TRACTION SYSTEM” and then  power ON 

self check is done. After this, a message is displayed and gives the status of the self 

check. After the Power ON self check, there is a check of configuration verification 

between Display and DMC. This verification will fail if any configuration data has 

been updated in the DMC due to any reason. If this verification fails then the DMC 

sends all the data that has failed in verification check to the display for storage and 

use. This configuration data transfer will be shown to the user as given below.

Fig 1.2 MLC 691 Display Configuration Progress

The occurrence of the above screen is a normal phenomenon and should not be 

treated as a problem in the system.

1.6. MAIN MENU

1.6.1. DATA METERS:
The purpose of the data meter is to give information to the user about the operation 

of the locomotive computer in real time fashion. There are a number of pre-defined 

meters. It is also possible to select  individual signals for a personalized meter 

screen. The following are the predefined pages of the available meters

1.6.2. LIST OF AVAILABLE DATA METERS:
1. Motoring

2. User Programmable Screens

3. Dynamic Brake

4. Driver Data

5. Auxiliary Generator 
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6. Starting system

7. Cooling system

8. Torque

9. TM Voltage

10. TM Speeds

11. TM Currents 

12. TM temperatures

13. TM1 Parameters

14. TM2 Parameters

15. TM3 Parameters

16. TM4 Parameters

17. TM5 Parameters

18. TM6 Parameters

19. Digital Inputs

20. Digital Outputs

21. Creep Control

22. TI Status

23. DC Link Parameters

24. CCB Status 1

25. CCB Status 2

26. Load test Screen

1.7. SELF TESTS:
1. Auto Tests
• Air Brake Test

• DC link Shorting Test

•  Excitation / SCR Test

• Wheel Slip Test

• Contactors / Relays Test

• Cooling fans Test

• Radar Test
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• Meters Test

• TCC Blowers test

• TCC protection test

• Fuel System Check

• Blended Brake Test

2. Computerized Digital I/O Tests
• Test For DIG. I/P

• Test For DIG. O/P

3. Self Load Test

1.8. FAULT ARCHIVE:
1. Display Archive faults

2. Reset Annunciator 

3. Acknowledge All Faults

1.9. TRACTION CUTOUT:
User can disable(cutout) or enable(cut in) traction inverters through this screen.

1.10. RUNNING TOTALS:
1. Life Time Counters

2. Notch Wise Data

3. Trip Monitor Data

4. Monthly Data

1.11. SETTINGS:
1. Locked wheel Detection 

2. Auto Creep Control

3. Blended  Brake

4. VCD Mode

5. Date&Time

6. Locomotive Number

7. Locomotive Type

8. Shed Name
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1.12. UNIT INFORMATION:
1. Locomotive Number

2. Locomotive Type

3. Shed Name

4. Soft ware version

It is recommended that all Maintenance and Operation Personnel get familiarity with 

display system for efficient working with the WDG4 Locomotive and the MLC691. 

The easiest way to get experience with the system is to “learn by doing ”.The 

locomotive can not be damaged by pursuing the screen.
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2. MODULE 2
MLC 691 MODULES

2.1. INTRODUCTION
Regardless of the manufacturer of locomotives they all process two types of signals, 

Digital signals and Analog signals. Digital signals are very low power electronic 

pulses used in very high tech devices such as computers, compact disc players 

video games etc. The digital signal can have only two values ON and OFF (which are 

also commonly called HIGH and LOW ). The “ON” or “HIGH” state corresponds to the 

line voltage is usually in the neighborhood of +5 VDC. With Power Electronics 

however, such as those found in a Locomotive Control System, the “ON” state can 

be represented by much higher values such as the + 74 VDC or even higher in other 

application depending on system constraints. Analog signals have an infinite range of 

values, the upper limits defined again by the system supply.

2.2. LOCOMOTIVE CONTROL SIGNALS:
As Mentioned above, a Digital signal is either ON or OFF. Let us consider an 

example of the voltage across the coil of the GFC (Generator Field Contactor) Vs 

time Depending on operation mode of Idle, Power or Dynamic Brake, the voltage 

read across the coil has one of the two values +74VDC or 0VDC

  

Fig 2.1 GFC contactor Pickup

1. Reverser thrown in Forward / Reverse position and Isolation Switch is in RUN 

position 

2. Reverser brought back to center position. 

3. Dynamic brake effort applied.

4. Unit taken out of dynamic brake
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An analog signal can be best described as an infinitely variable signal. Consider the 

following graph of DC Link voltage Vs traction motor RPM

The Voltage could be some what erratic to momentary wheel slips, but it shows a 

continuous line with no breakpoints. For example, between 100 RPM and 300 RPM, 

infinite measurements can be made between these points.

2.3. MLC 691
This section describes how the main computer works on the WDG4. We now need to 

see how the MLC691 accomplishes its task, and find out what each module in the 

system is used for. Fig 2.3 shows a block diagram of the MLC691 control. As stated 

before, the modules are housed in cabinet depending on their function or type of 

signals processed.

The user can interface with the MLC691 through the keypad on the display panel 

mounted on the ECC#1 top of the door. The data can be downloaded by connecting 

USB cable to DMC through a Laptop.
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Fig 2.3 MLC691 Block diagram of AC - AC traction System
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On the MLC691, there is only one computer control card named MCC which is 

responsible for the following functions.

The micro controller based Loco Control Computer is totally controlled by built-in 

software program using various parameter values stored in a non volatile data 

memory. For operating a locomotive the following control systems are required 

• Excitation  Control  to  run  locomotive  at  different  power  levels  as  per 

requirement

• Propulsion Control to run the locomotive in Traction / Braking mode, Forward / 

Reverse direction, etc.

• Adhesion & Wheel Slip Control  to detect the slipping of wheels and taking 

corrective action

• Dynamic Braking Control during the Dynamic Braking

• Auxiliary Generator Control for charging the on board batteries and supplying 

power to other equipments.

Fig 2.4 Arrangement/Location of MLC691 cabinet
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2.4. COMPUTER CHASSIS
The computer chassis houses the following modules:

1. Main control Computer(MCC)

2. Data Management Computer(MDMC)

3. Auxiliary Communication Controller(MACC)

4. Intelligent Data Logger(MIDL)

5. Digital Input Modules(MDIP)

6. Digital Output Modules(MILS)

7. Frequency Input Module(MFIP)

8. Gate Drive & Zero Crossing Detection Module(MGDZCD)

9. Auxiliary Generator PWM(MAGPWM)

10.Analog input Modules(MAIP)

11.Analog Output Module(MAOP)

12.Power Supply Module(PS)

MLC 691 computer chassis has Power Supply Modules there in right corner of 

MLC691 chassis. Whose output is Internal +7V, +5V, External ±7V and ±15V. Beside 

of power supply modules, MAGPWM Module and MGDZCD Module are placed. 

NOTE: The grounding wrist straps are provided on the right portion of the MLC691 

cabinet. Always follow proper static precautions when handling any Printed Circuit 

Boards including power supplies.

2.5. MCC (Main Control Computer)
MCC module is the brain of the entire computer system. MCC contains a 32 bit micro 

controller, various peripheral and interface circuits e.g. CAN, RS485, RAM etc. All 

other circuits that are meant for processing either input or output signals are 

controlled through commands from this Module.

The micro controller continuously monitors all the inputs and controls all the outputs 

of the system based on software program. Provision is given to configure the control 

system through laptop for using the system with different types of traction 

equipments / locomotives, through user programmable parameters loaded in non 

volatile memory of micro controller.
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The  complex  I/O  timer  functions  of  MCU  are  performed  by  two  enhanced  time 

processor units. The less complex timer functions of the MCU are performed by the 

enhanced modular input / output system.

MCC Module's main role is Excitation , Propulsion ,Wheel Slip, Dynamic Braking and 

Fault diagnosis. It also receives information from the Zero Cross Detection Circuit on 

the ZCD Module. It computes at what phase angle to fire the SCR's, so as to achieve 

the desired MG Excitation. It generates the SCR gating sequence and sends these 

gate signals to ZCD Module for driving SCR's.

MCC monitors various digital inputs & analog inputs and operates digital outputs.

Based on the inputs if any abnormality is found, MCC logs fault. 

The Analog to Digital Converter module can convert up to 10 predefined analog 

inputs (current, temperature, voltage and speed sensors, battery voltage, AG field 

current, etc.,) into digital signals. Total 4 analog modules can interface which 

constitutes 40 analog channels.

Two analog outputs one for Speed Meter and another one for Load Ammeter are 

controlled by micro controller using Digital to Analog Converters.

Certain devices such as switches, relays, contactors, etc., provide inputs to the MCC 

through Digital Input module. The Digital Input module acts as an interface between 

the locomotive (74V DC) system and the MCC (5V DC) and has provision for 24 

inputs.  Total  144  digital  input  channels  with  isolation,  reverse  polarity  &  surge 

protection are monitored by micro controller. All the digital inputs are handled by six 

digital input modules.

All  the interfacing of  digital  outputs are handled by Digital  Output  modules. Each 

Digital  Output  module  which  has  provision  for  16  outputs  acts  as  an  interface 

between the locomotive (74 VDC) control system and the MCC(5V DC).  Total 80 

digital output channels with isolation & short circuit protection are controlled by micro 

controller. All the digital outputs are handled by five digital output modules.
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Data management computer and auxiliary communication controller are interfaced 

using dual port SRAM (a single static RAM array accessed by two sets of address, 

data, and control signals).

Traction  Computer  is  interfaced  with  CAN OFC communication.  CAN (Controller 

Area  Network)  is  a  multiplexed  serial  communication  channel  in  which  data  is 

transferred among distributed electronic module. Controller Area Network (CAN) is a 

common,  small  area  network  solution  that  supports  distributed  product  and 

distributed system architectures. The CAN bus is used to interconnect a network of 

electronic nodes or modules. Typically, a two wire, twisted pair cable is used for the 

network  interconnection.  However  due  to  noisy  environment  in  Locomotives  an 

Optical Fiber Cable Communication has been used.

Fig 2.5 Block Diagram of Main Control Computer.

Distribution Power Controller and Knorr Air Brake Systems are interfaced via RS 485 

communication. RS 485 is a two wire half duplex multi point serial communication. 

MLCC have LEDs mounted on the face plate which indicates the health between 

MLCC & DMC, MLCC & TCs, MLCC & ACC and health of the MLCC. MLCC use an 

SEEPROM to store configuration data. This data can be modified through laptop.
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2.6. MACC (Medha Auxiliary Communication Controller)
ACC  module  plays  an  important  role  in  MAS696  system  as  interface  between 

ATC(Auxiliary  Traction  Computer)  and  MCC  for  data  exchange  when  main 

communication channel is  failed. When the main channel is working normal it works 

as  a  data  log  path  between  ATC  and  DMC.  ACC  is  hot  standby  redundant 

communication system. ACC communicates with MLCC & DMC via DPRAM and with 

Auxiliary  Traction  Computer  (ATC)  via  optical  fiber  communication  link.  ACC 

hardware consists of a   16 bit micro controller working at high operating frequency 

and two DPRAM's to communicate with MLCC and DMC.

 Fig 2.6 Block Diagram of Auxiliary Communication Controller .

2.7. MDMC(Data Management Computer)
MDMC module is designed to manage data and store the data in required format. 

DMC  receives data from MCC and ACC and sends it to display in required manner. 

It calculates lifetime data and manage faults data and stores in it's memory. MDMC 

interface with MCC, Display, External Memory Module and MACC.
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Fig 2.7 Block Diagram of Data Management Computer .

Data Management Computer module communicates with MLCC through DPRAM. All 

the data types are stored in flash and NVRAM at regular intervals. 

DMC module consists of the following:
• An Advanced 16 bit controller.

• DPRAM to receive the fault,  status parameters from MLCC and to transfer 

configuration data from flash of DMC (which is received via USB) to MLCC. 

• The fault  data and event  data are recorded in the Flash with  time stamps 

(Date & Time) and it can store more than 5000 faults

• RTC for date & time

• NVRAM stores active faults data, cumulative data, maintains cumulative data 

counters for some parameters like Life Time Data, Coasting & DB, Trip Data 

Counters, etc.

• USB Host and slave controller

• RS232 and RS485 Interface
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DMC communication details:
DMC communicates with Display Unit over RS485 bus.

• An USB interface is provided to download internal data memory and to set 

configuration parameters. 

• It communicates with memory module over RS232 link. 

2.8. DIGITAL INPUT MODULE

Fig 2.8 Block Diagram of Medha Digital Input Module(MDIP)

Each digital input Module has provision for 24 channels. LCC consists of 6 MDIP 

MODULES and  it  provides  total  144  digital  input  channels.  At  present  only  five 

modules are used. One module is spare. The Digital input modules act as interface 

between the locomotive's 74Vdc control system and the computer's 5VDC system 

These signals  are either +74V or 0 Vdc  signals, that comes through switches or 

relay/contactor interlocks, so they are used to determine switch status (opened or 

closed ) or Whether a relay/contactor is picked-up or dropped out.
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This Module has inbuilt circuit for the following:

• Reverse polarity protection

• Surge protection 

• Isolation

Contactor  feedbacks,  relay  feedbacks  &  circuit  breaker  feedbacks  are  directly 

connected to this Module. It consists of hardware required for converting the high 

voltage  signals  of  +74V  DC from the  locomotive  circuits  to  isolated  low voltage 

signals of +5V DC required for the micro controller. This Module provides electrical 

isolation between locomotive circuits and micro controller circuits. All the inputs are 

reverse  polarity  and  surge  protected.  The  Green  colour  LEDs  provided  on  this 

Module indicates presence of 74V DC voltage on that particular channel. The Yellow 

LEDs indicates that signal being sent to micro controller after isolation and signal 

conditioning. Thus at any stage both the LEDs of a particular channel are either OFF 

or ON indicate the correct functioning of Module. Self test feature is provided for all 

digital input channels.

CH- ON DIP 
MODULE 1 

DIP 
MODULE 2 

DIP 
MODULE 3

DIP
MODULE4 

DIP  
MODULE 5

DIP 
MODULE 6

1. START_IN CNTLCB_IN TE_14T_IN FPCB_IN TC3BLWRCB
_IN

FEEDER#
2 SP FB

2. ISOLAT_IN LOS_IN LDUNIT_IN FPRLY_FB TC4BLWRCB
_IN

3. RUN_IN NOLWL_IN RHSW_F_IN AGFCB_IN TC5BLWRCB
_IN

4. PRIME_IN DBNTCO_IN RHSW_R_IN DCL1CB_IN TC6BLWRCB
_IN

5. ST_FB NOEFCO_IN CRL_IN DCL2CB_IN FIRE_ALT_IN

6. ERSW_IN HORN_IN DCLNO1_FB DCL3CB_IN FDB_PS_IN

7. GRNTCO_IN CMPSYN_FB DCLNO2_FB DCL4CB_IN AEB_DISAB
LE_SW_ON

8. GFC_FB ALTRST_IN DCLNO3_FB DCL5CB_IN TL20_AEB_
RESET_IN

9. GFD_FB DCR_FB DCLNO4_FB DCL6CB_IN DPC CB FB

10. GFREQ_IN CFPSW_IN DCLNO5_FB BBNTCO_IN BCH_OT

11. EFS_IN ALARM_IN DCLNO6_FB GBC_FB GEN_FLD_CB

12. FLBWCB_IN TEL_FB DCLNC1_FB ADBPS1_IN RADBLW_CB
1_IN

13. FCS1_FB MNS_IN DCLNC2_FB ADBPS2_IN RADBLW_C
B2_IN

14. FCS2_FB PCS_IN DCLNC3_FB ADBPS3_IN TE_TEL_I
N

15. FCF1AB_FB THIDL_IN DCLNC4_FB ADBPS4_IN Internal FAN 
FB
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16. FCF2AB_FB TH_1_8_IN DCLNC5_FB TC1_CB_IN External Fan 
FB

17. FVS_IN THST56_IN DCLNC6_FB TC2_CB_IN DCL HL CB 
FB

18. ACCTL_IN TH_3_8_IN LCBAT_IN TC3_CB_IN DCL HL NO 
FB

19. WHSLP_FB TH_5_8_IN TLP_CB_IN TC4_CB_IN DCL HL NC 
FB

20. BWR_FB TH2468_IN TLPR_FB TC5_CB_IN HL control CB

21. B1_FB DB_21T_INP MAB_CB_IN TC6_CB_IN HL Internal CB 
FB

22. B2_FB WL_10T_IN STFUSE_IN MEM_FRZ_IN SPARE

23. B3_FB BW_20T_IN HDLT1_IN TC1BLWRCB
_IN SPARE

24. B4_FB DB_17T_IN HDLT2_IN TC2BLWRCB
_IN

FEEDER#1 
SP FB

Note : List may vary / Change on actual locomotive depending on features provided. 

Refer locomotive schematics for exact details.

2.9. DIGITAL OUTPUT MODULES

Fig 2.9 Block Diagram of Digital Output Module (MDOP)

Digital output Module has provision for 16 channels. LCC consists of 5 digital output 

Modules and gives provision for total 80 digital output channels. At present only three 

Modules are used. Remaining two Modules are spare. The driving signals required 
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for a relay or contactor coil are either + 74 VDC (ON) or 0 VDC (OFF) state.

This Module converts 5V digital signals generated by the micro controller to 74V DC 

power signals required for driving relays, contactors, solenoids, indication lamps, etc 

in the locomotive. This Module provides electrical isolation, between locomotive and 

micro controller circuit. 

This Module has inbuilt protection circuit for the following:

● Reverse polarity protection

● Surge protection

● Overload Protection

CH-NO MILS 
MODULE 1

MILS 
MODULE 2

MILS 
MODULE 3

MILS 
MODULE 4

1. FPRLY_OUT DCLNO3_OUT MVCC_OUT SPARE

2. TLPR_OUT DCLNO4_OUT ALARAM RELAY DCL HL OPEN

3. GBC_OUT DCLNO5_OUT WHSLP_OUT DCL HL CLOSE

4. STA_OUT DCLNO6_OUT MVS1F_OUT

5. D_VLV_OUT DCLNC1_OUT MVS1R_OUT

6. C_VLV_OUT DCLNC2_OUT MVS2F_OUT

7. B_VLV_OUT DCLNC3_OUT MVS2R_OUT

8. A_VLV_OUT DCLNC4_OUT TELR_OUT

9. GFD_OUT DCLNC5_OUT RDRTST_OUT

10. GFC_OUT DCLNC6_OUT RADBLW_OUT

11. FCS1_OUT B1B2_OUT ALTLT_OUT

12. FCS2_OUT B3B4_OUT   ALTBEL_OUT

13. FCF1A_OUT BWR_OUT SQWAV1_OUT

14. FCF2A_OUT DCR_OUT EBT_OUT

15. DCLNO1_OUT CMPSYN_OUT SAND_LT_OUT

16. DCLNO2_OUT TE_LED_OUT AGPR_OUT

Note : List may vary / Change on actual locomotive depending on features provided. 

Refer locomotive schematics for exact details.
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2.10. ANALOG INPUT MODULES

Fig 2.10 Block Diagram of Medha Analog Input Module(MAIP)

Each analog input Module has provision for 10 Analog input channels. In MLCC total 

4 analog input Modules are provided. Thus there is a provision for 40 analog input 

channels.

This  Module  processes  analog  signals  received  from  current  sensors,  voltage 

sensors,  temperature  sensors  and  pressure  sensors,  etc  to interface  with  micro 

controller. These inputs are given to 12 bit ADC of micro controller through optical 

isolation circuit.

CH-NO ANALOG INPUT 
MODULE 1

ANALOG INPUT 
MODULE 2

ANALOG INPUT 
MODULE 3

ANALOG INPUT 
MODULE 4

1 SPARE MGFI SPARE TM_AIR

2 SPARE GBLW1A SPARE SPARE

3 ETP1 ETP2 BTAT BCHST

4 TL_24T TL_13T GBLW2A DCLV1

5 DCLI GRID2A PGNDPI_P MR_PRES

6 GRID1A BATI PGNDPI_N ALTD

7 AGAI BCH_I PGNDG2 MGCT

8 DCLV2 AGAV SPARE SPARE

9 BATV PGNDMG SPARE SPARE

10 LR_V PGNDG1 SPARE AGFI

Note : List may vary / Change on actual locomotive depending on features provided. 

Refer locomotive schematics for exact details.
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2.11. ANALOG OUTPUT MODULE

Fig 2.11 Block Diagram of Medha Analog Output Module(MAOP)

Analog output Module has provision for 2 channels. It drives Speedometer & load 

ammeter that are controlled by micro controller and the output signals with isolation 

are given through this Module. 

Outputs from micro controller are given to Digital to Analog conversion and then to a 

buffer circuit. Ground isolation is given between micro controller and output circuit. 

2.12. GDZCD MODULE:
This module contains two sections, gate drive section and zero crossing detector 

section. 

Gate drive section consists of isolation circuit for ground isolation purpose from micro 

controller to SCR gate control circuit. The gate drive signals are amplified and SCR 

ON / OFF switching control is done through in this circuit.

Gate Drive section takes weak "turn-on" signals from the MCC and amplifies them to 

trigger the SCR's. These amplified gate signals are then sent to the SCR assembly. 

Zero  crossing  detection  section  consists  of  protection,  processing  and  isolation 

circuit. Companion Alternator output 3 phase AC is given to the protection circuit in 

ZCD. This circuitry determines when the sine wave for each companion alternator 

phase crosses from the negative half-cycle into the positive half-cycle. When the zero 

line is crossed, it gives indication to MCC that a phase has crossed zero. Based on 

this signal, the MCC counts the amount of time necessary before generating a weak 

gate pulse at the proper phase angle for a given load. There is an isolation circuit 

with Opto – isolator between MCC and the control circuit to provide ground isolation.
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Fig 2.12  Block Diagram of Gate Drive Section & ZCD

2.13. FREQUENCY INPUT MODULE:

Fig 2.13 Block Diagram of Frequency Input Module 

This module consists of the hardware required for interfacing the EPU RPM signal, 

TPU RPM signal & Radar speed signals to the MCC. This module provides electrical 

isolation between input signals and micro controller circuits. This module has inbuilt 

circuit  to provide surge Protection etc.
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Frequency input module has provision for 5 input channels, 3 for Magnetic pickup 

signals and 2 for open collector frequency (rpm) signals. 

Presently connected Magnetic pickup signals are EPU and TPU and another one is 

spare.

Frequency signal is Radar and another one is spare.

2.14. MEDHA LOCOMOTIVE COMPUTER POWER SUPPLY MODULE (MLCPS):
This module provides various voltages required for MLC 691 control  circuits.  The 

Switch Mode Power Supply(SMPS) Module is designed to accept wide variation in 

input voltage(20V to 90V) and continue to function even during the engine cranking 

when the power supply is expected to dip to a very low voltage for a short time. The 

power supply unit is protected against reverse polarity and surge. The EMI / EMC 

filtering is provided at the inputs to prevent noise from power supply switching going 

back to source.

2.15. TABLE OF ACRONYMS
The following table of acronyms for the components and modules of the WDG4 

locomotives is accurate to the date of publication. Changes made to the locomotives 

electrical system, new or deleted components will be reflected during revision.

Computer and Special Order Items:
MTC692 Traction computer

MLC691 Locomotive Control Computer

MCC Main Control Computer

MDMC Medha Data Management Computer

MACC Medha Auxiliary Communication Controller

MATC Medha Auxiliary Traction Computer

MIDL Medha Intelligence Data Logger

MAIP Medha Analog Input Module

MAOP Medha Analog Output Module

MDIP Medha Digital Input Module

MILS Medha Low Side Drive Module

CCB Computer Controlled Brake (NYAB/KNORR)

TLF Train Line Filter Module
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General Components

AG FLD Auxiliary Generator Field

ALARM Alarm Bell

CA Companion Alternator

AMM BC Ammeter Battery Charging

AMBTMP Ambient Air Temperature Probe

NOAR No Alarm Relay

AUX GEN  Auxiliary Generator

AV  Governor “A” Solenoid

B1, B2, B3, B4 Brake Grid Contactors

BATT Storage Battery (74 VDC)

BATT SW Battery Switch

BC ASM Battery Charging Assembly

BCU Braking Control Unit (Knorr)

BKS Brake Handle Switch

BTAT Battery Box Temperature Sensor

BV Governor “B” Solenoid

BWR Brake Warning Relay

CB Circuit Breaker

CCU Cab Control Unit (Knorr Brake Valve)

CMPSYN Compressor Synchronization Relay

CPU Central Processing Unit

CR Rectifier

CR-AG Auxiliary Generator Rectifier

CR-BC Battery Charging Rectifier

CRU Computer Relay Unit

CT Current Transformers

CV Governor “C” Solenoid

DBNTCO Dynamic Braking Not Cut Out Switch

DCL1-6 DC Link Motorized Switchgear 1 to 6

DCLI DC Link Current Sensor

DCLV DC Link Voltage Sensor

DCR Dryer Control Relay
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DV Governor “D” Solenoid

EFCO Emergency Fuel Cut Off/Engine Stop Switch

EFS Engine Filter Switch

E PU Engine Speed Magnetic Pick Up(Engine Purge Unit)

ETP Engine Temperature Probe

FCF Fan Contactor, Fast Speed

FCS Fan Contactor Slow Speed

FLSHR Flasher Relay

FP MTR Fuel Pump (Motor)

FP/ES Fuel Pump/ Engine Start Switch

FPR Fuel Pump Relay

FVS Filter Vacuum Switch

GFC Generator Field Contactor

GFD Generator Field Decay Contactor

GOV Engine Governor

GRNTCO Ground Relay Not Cut Out.

GRID1I,GRID2I Grid Current Sensor (Hall Effect)

GBLW1I,GBWL2I Grid Blower Current Sensor (Hall Effect)

ISOLATE Isolation Switch

LR Load Regulator

LOS Low Oil Switch (Governor)

LWS Low Water Level Switch

MCB Module Circuit Breaker Relay

MAIN GEN Main Alternator / Generator

MGFI Main Generator Field Current Sensor (Hall Effect)

MRPT Main Reservoir Pressure Transducer

MV Magnet Valve

MV-EBT Magnet Valve Electronic Blow Down Timer

MV-Horn CE Magnet Valve-Air Horn Cab End

MV-Horn HE Magnet Valve-Air Horn Hood End

MV-CC Compressor Control Magnet Valve

MV-RB Radar Blower Magnet Valve

MV1SF Magnet Valve Truck 1 -Sanders, Forward

MV1SR Magnet Valve Truck 1 -Sanders Reverse
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MV2SF Magnet Valve Truck 2 -Sanders, Forward

MV2SR Magnet Valve Truck 2 -Sanders, Reverse

PCR Pneumatic Control Relay

PCS Pneumatic Control Switch

PCU Pneumatic Control Unit (Knorr)

RADAR Super Series Radar

RBL MTR Radiator Blower Motor

RDR TST Radar Test Relay

RE Resistor

RE-BC Battery Charging Resistor

RE-DB Dynamic Brake Rheostat Auxiliary Resistors

RE-GRID 1-8 Dynamic Braking Resistor Grid (1 thru 8)

RHS-F-R Reverser Handle Switches Forward - Reverse

SCR Silicon Control Rectifier (Generator Excitation)

SDR Shut Down Relay

SM1& 2 Starting Motor 1 & 2

ST Starting Contactor

STA Starting Auxiliary Contactor

TB Terminal Board

TEL Tractive Effort Limit Relay

TE/BE Tractive Effort / Braking Effort Meter

THS Throttle Handle Switch

TLP MTR Turbo Lube Pump Motor

TLPR Turbo Lube Pump Relay

TM AIR Traction Motor Cooling Air Temperature Probe

TM  - 1 to 6 Traction Motor(1-6)

TMST Traction Motor Stator Temperature Sensor

TPU Turbo Speed Magnetic Pickup(Turbo Purge Unit)

WH SLP Wheel Slip Light

WL Wheel Slip Relay
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2.16. TRAIN LINE INPUTS

Fig 2.14 pin MU Receptacle

1.Spare  15. A Valve

2. Alarm  16. Engine Run

3. D Valve  17. DB Set Up

4. Negative control  18. Spare

5. Spare  19. Spare

6. Generator Field Request     20. Brake Warning

7. C valve            21. DB Excitation

8. Direction Control = F  22. Spare

9. Direction Control = R  23. Manual Sanding

10. Wheel  Slip  24. Reference (DB)

11. Spare  25. Compressor Request to Load (CRL)

12. B Valve  26. Spare

13. Positive Control(TL13T)  27. Spare 

14. TE limit                            

All train line inputs are connected to computer through the 27 pin M.U and TLF 

Module which is mounted on a panel behind the computer chassis. 

Figure 2.14 shows the M.U. receptacle pin out. Notice how each row of pins is 

numbered from left to right just like reading a book. When checking for a signal on 

the cable with a meter, test light, or other device, place the leads between pin 4 

Negative Control (battery negative) and the signal being measured. 
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2.17. TRAIN LINE FILTER 
The input channels on the Digital Input will go high (bit status "1" = ON) at 

approximately 28-43 VDC

The input channels on the Digital Input   will go low (bit status "0" = OFF) at 

approximately below 22 VDC.

So, this circuitry keeps the DI channels from going high erroneously if it is MU’d in 

consist with older power that may have stray voltage on the train lined circuit.

It is important to notice that all the train line inputs to the MCC are filtered by TLF 

module. 

S.N0 Train Line Name Train Line No.
1 Alarm 2T

2 D Valve 3T

3 74 V Negative Reference 4T

4 Generator Field Request 6T

5 C Valve 7T

6 Dir. Contl., = F 8T

7 Dir. Contl., =  R 9T

8 Wheel Slip 10T

9 B Valve 12T

10 Tractive Effort Limiting. 14T

11 A Valve 15T

12 Engine Run 16T

13 DB Set Up 17T

14 Brake Warn 20T

15 DB Excitation 21T

16 Manual Sanding 23T

17 Compressor Request to Load 25T
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3. MODULE  3
HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

3.1. INTRODUCTION
In this module, we will examine the operation of the WDG4 High Voltage System 

using the schematic diagram. The schematic representation of the high voltage DC 

system can be divided into three basic functions.

• Power Generation

• Traction Systems

• DC Link

3.2. POWER GENERATION
In this context of power generation, we will examine the Main Generator's output, 

Power Ground circuits, and Feedback Circuits. There will be references made to 

excitation, load control, and computer function.

The Main Generator is in fact a three-phase AC alternator. The output of the 

alternator is taken from the stator windings, which are stationary and mounted to the 

inside of the alternator yoke or frame. The output from the stator depends on the 

speed at which the engine is turning the rotor, and the strength of the rotating 

magnetic field. The action of the magnetic field, or “lines of force” passing through the 

stator windings, produces the alternator's output.

The engine RPM for each throttle position establishes the RPM of the rotor since it is 

directly coupled to the engine. The control of the magnetic field strength is through 

the SCR assembly which in turn controlled by the locomotive's computer system 

based on feedback information. 

The Main Alternator output is established by the amount of field excitation current 

provided to the Main Alternator field through the SCR assembly. The output from the 

SCR assembly goes to the alternator through the slip rings located in the center of 

the rectifier compartment. The slip rings, brush holders and carbon brushes are 

easily accessible through two half round binged access doors. Figure 3.1 shows the 

SCR assembly in the Main Generator Field circuit, and the connections from the 

MGDZCD module to the SCR assembly. 
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Fig 3.1 Main generator field circuit

The Main Generator is actually a three-phase AC alternator whose output is internally 

rectified to DC. This may leave many people wondering why we do this since the 

traction motors require an AC input.
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There are two ways to control the torque generated by an AC induction motor. The 

first is by changing the frequency of the sine wave input. A higher frequency input will 

result in greater amounts of electrical slip. The greater the slip, the higher the 

torque(but only to about 15% slip). The second way is by varying the strength of the 

magnetic field. This is done by changing the voltage input. The higher the voltage, 

the stronger the field. So why not just eliminate inverters, and vary the frequency 

input by changing engine speed, while modulating the voltage level by controlling the 

firing of the existing SCRs? The answer is control management. Operation of a 

system as just explained is certainly possible, however the system would be terribly 

inefficient. The changing of frequency in such a system would be limited to the rate at 

which the diesel could change speeds. Also, the range of frequencies available for 

input would be restricted. Attempts at regulation of power for wheel slip and wheel 

creep control would be futile. The engine would hunt wildly with erratic load and 

speed demand variations. 

Electrical slip is a numerical value associated with any rotating AC induction 

machine. It is a measure, (usually expressed as percentage), of the difference in 

rotational speeds of the field and the rotor. For example, if the speed of the field is 

100 Hz and the speed of the rotor is 95, then slip is 5%.

The main generator is excited by the Companion Alternator. The companion 

alternator is mechanically coupled to but electrically separate from the main 

generator or MG. The companion alternator or CA provides 3 phase AC output to the 

MG via slip rings. The amount of excitation allowed into the MG from the CA is 

controlled by the SCR assembly. In order for the CA to pass on excitation to the MG, 

several conditions must be met to allow the pick up of GFC(Generator Field 

Contractor). Among the conditions are those that must satisfied on any conventional 

DC unit such as Power Ground Protection Scheme not cut out, Isolation switch in 

RUN, GFD pick up, etc.  
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The CA also provides AC power to operate the cooling fans, inertial filter dust bin 

blower, TCC or inverter cabinet Blowers. Both the MG and CA are configured in a 

rotating filed fashion. The fields are mounted on the armature and pass near 

stationary conductors mounted in the stator. This relative motion set up between the 

magnetic field and the conductor creates a current flow in the conductor.  These 

machines share the same housing in the generator room of the locomotive, and are 

directly connected to the drive shaft of the diesel. Therefore, both will turn at engine 

speed since no gear train is involved.

The CA receives its excitation via slip rings from the Auxiliary Generator.  Auxiliary 

Generator is responsible for providing DC excitation current to the CA as well as 

power to many locomotive systems. Like the MG and CA, the Aux Gen, is driven 

mechanically by the diesel. The difference is that the Aux Gen. is driven via gear train 

and therefore will run faster(3 times to the engine speed) than engine speed.

3.3. COMPUTER FEEDBACK (Analog Inputs)
Output performance data is monitored by Hall Effect devices in the load or output 

side of the alternator. The MG Feedback(DC Link Voltage) is connected directly 

across the output terminals  and provides an accurate measurement of generator 

output voltage to the MAIP module. The power cables connected to the brake 

contactors area is high voltage cabinet. Before checking any devices in DC Link 

areas, be sure that proper discharge and grounding procedures on the voltage 

source have been completed.

DCL1A to DCL6A are Hall Effect Transducer devices that serve to measure DC Link 

Current flowing into each inverter. Notice that this is not the same as the current 

measured at the CTs discussed above. The DCL#A's measure MG current after it 

has been rectified. They are in the lower rear portion mounted to the floor accessed 

from the grid blower room.

On DC Locomotives, some method of determining the operating levels of each 

traction motor had to be devised in order to control wheel slips and regulate wheel 

creep. Based on known motor characteristics, gear ratios, and other factors, the 

computer could calculate each motor speed. As current would rise without a change 

in kilowatt input, this would indicate a slowing motor.  These feedback devices also 

provided information that could be used to calculate a best guess at motor field 

temperature. 
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MTC692 uses speed probes to monitor traction motor armature speeds and 

temperature probes for monitoring actual field temperatures. Monitoring actual 

armature current and voltages is impossible, since no electrical connections exist 

between the armature and the rest of the locomotive. To control traction motor, the 

Traction Computer monitors each phase output of the inverter in terms of current and 

line voltages. These feedbacks are not used in any calculations in the locomotive 

computer. The only signal of those mentioned in the previous text, that is passed on 

the MLC691 is the speed probe signal. This signal is used in calculations for 

controlled creep operation. 

In braking mode, there are additional Hall Effect Devices: GRID1A and GRID1A 

current sensors connected in each grid path respectively. 

Figure 3.2 shows the placement of Hall Effect devices in the power circuit. These 

devices are also commonly referred to as current transducers. Notice that the 

orientation of the device with respect to current flow through it will make a difference 

in the sign of the signal produced. An arrow on the device should be oriented as 

depicted in the schematic. 
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Fig 3.2 Current Transducers.

There is also one Hall Effect device in the field circuit between the SCR and the slip 

rings. MGFI provides the computer with an accurate measurement of the field current 

being applied to the Main Alternator rotor.

3.4. POWER GROUND DETECTION
In WDG4 3 ground sensors were located at different places to detect ground current,

and protect the system. One digital input switch will be provided named GRNTCO to 

enable or disable ground protection scheme. This switch is normally kept closed 

(lever UP) to enable normal locomotive operation. When this switch is open (lever 

down), as set during certain shop maintenance inspections or procedures, the 

ground fault detection system is disabled and the locomotive computer prevents both 

loading (main generator excitation) and throttle response by the diesel engine 

(engine speed not affected by throttle handle).

PGNDMG(Power Ground Main Generator, Grid path 1,Grid path 2)

PGNDPIP(Phase Imbalance in Positive half side)

PGNDPIN(Phase Imbalance in Negative half side)

The location of PDNDMG sensor is shown in the Fig 3.3.
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Fig 3.3 Main Generator power ground sensors

3.5. PGNDMG (Power Ground Main in Generator, Grid Path1, Grid Path2)
The system monitors PGNDMG current, and if it detects the current is greater than 

the set limit(User configurable) then crew message “POWER GROUND- MAIN 

GENERATOR” will be announced and fault will be archived in the memory. Then the 

System will not allow Motoring and Dynamic Braking. If the PGNDMG current 

decreases and Master Control Handle is in IDLE position for 15 sec, then the crew 

message will be removed. The fault recovery will be allowed 3 times with in 60 

minutes. If the fault occurs fourth time with in 60 minutes then crew message 

“POWER GROUND – MAIN GENERATOR LOCK OUT” will be announced and at the 

same time fault will be archived.

The fault recovery will not be allowed for the 4th time with in 60 minutes even though 

the recovery conditions are satisfied. 
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3.6. PGNDPIP (Phase Imbalance in Main Generator Positive half side)
The system monitors PGNDPIP current, and if it detects the current is greater than 

the set limit(User configurable) then crew message “MAIN GENERATOR PHASE 

IMBALANCE IN POSITIVE HALF SIDE” will be announced and fault will be archived 

in the memory. The System will not allow Motoring and Dynamic Braking. If the 

PGNDPIP current decreases and Master Control Handle is in IDLE position then the 

crew message will be removed.  The fault recovery will be allowed 3 times with in 60 

minutes. If the fault occurs fourth time with in  60 minutes then crew message 

“POWER GROUND – MAIN GENERATOR PHASE IMBALANCE IN POSITIVE HALF 

SIDE LOCK OUT” will be announced and at the same time fault will be archived.

The fault recovery will not be allowed for the 4th time with in 60 minutes even though 

the recovery conditions are satisfied. 

3.7. PGNDPIN (Phase Imbalance in Negative half side)
The system monitors PGNDPIN current, and if it detects the current is greater than 

the set limit(User configurable) then crew message “MAIN GENERATOR PHASE 

IMBALANCE IN NEGATIVE HALF SIDE” will be announced and fault will be archived 

in the memory. The System will not allow Motoring and Dynamic Braking. If the 

PGNDPIN current decreases and Master Control Handle is in IDLE position then the 

crew message will be removed. The fault recovery will be allowed 3 times with in 60 

minutes. If the fault occurs fourth time with in 60 minutes then crew message 

“POWER GROUND – MAIN GENERATOR PHASE IMBALANCE IN POSITIVE HALF 

SIDE LOCK OUT” will be announced and at the same time fault will be archived.

The fault recovery will not be allowed for the 4th time with in 60 minutes even though 

the recovery conditions are satisfied. 

3.8. DCL TRANSFER SWITCHES
The inverters are connected to the power circuit by a new set of switchgear called 

DCL switchgear. The DCL1 to 6 switch gears will be driven directly from the MLC 

691.

The normal position of the switchgear is closed which connects the inverters to

the DC Link. A few conditions will cause the switchgear to open: 
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• Inverter cutout is requested.

• As required by DCL shorting Self Test.

• Load test is requested.

• Excitation self test is requested.

• The engine is not running (based on CA frequency).

• Various inverter faults.

• Unit is placed in Isolate for more than 20 seconds.

When all the transfer switches are opened, the inverter capacitors are connected to 

the shorting position they make contact with the front tips on the switch gear module, 

which are connected to a shorting bar. This bar will short the DC Link capacitors of 

the each Inverter. The switch gears are located in the TCC High Voltage Cabinet.

Like all other types of switch gears, the DCL transfer switches are not designed to 

break a load. Doing this will certainly cause arcing and destruction of the contact tips 

since cycling through a complete transfer can take 3 to 7 seconds time. For this 

reason, several conditions must be met before the switches can change state, 

among them DC Link voltage and current must be below 50 volts and 50 amps 

respectively.

Operation of the DCL switchgear requires that the DCL Control circuit breaker must 

be closed. In order to ensure that the DCL transfer switches make it to their shorted 

position  when the Run / Isolation  switch placed  in Isolation position or the Engine 

Shutdown condition.

Where did all the contactors go?

Power contactors and motor / braking switchgear were traditionally used to configure 

the power circuit in either a motoring or braking setup. In addition, braking contactors 

were used to connect low resistance, high power capacity grids across the traction 

motor (generators in braking) armatures. Braking contactors are still used for this 

purpose on the AC locomotives, but the inverters now perform the duties of motor/ 

braking “configuration”.
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The power circuit on the WDG4 has only two configurations:

1. Connected

2. Disconnected

When power operation is requested by the MLC691, the Traction Computer will fire 

the IGBT's in a pattern that produces a rotating field inside the motors to exceed the 

rotational speed of the armature. If braking is requested, the rotating field shall run 

slower than the armature (in addition, the B contactors must of course pickup). When 

neither braking nor power is requested, the field frequency must equal the speed of 

the armature.

Because motor/braking switch gear is no longer used, the standard 10 second time 

lapse required for the transfer of switches no longer exists when changing operation 

mode from power to brake. In fact, the throttle/brake handle can even be wiped 

straight from TH 8 to BH 8 and back without fear of damage to the unit. This is not 

recommended during operations, through, for obvious train handling reasons.

Reverse the rotational direction of the DC motors on a conventional locomotive 

requires changing the direction of current flow through the field with respect to the 

armature. This is done through the use of reversing switchgear. Changing the 

direction of rotation on an AC motor is done by changing the phase rotation of the 

three phase power.

If the three phases of the motor are labeled as A,B and C, then the resultant flux 

wave will travel around the motor based on when each phase creates a North pole. 

The wave rotation can be in the 2 different phase orders. One of these orders will 

result in motor rotation in a clockwise direction, the other anticlockwise. The possible 

orders of rotation are ABC and BAC. 

Load test contactors or transfer switches that were used on DC units to connect the 

generator across the braking grids no longer exist on this unit either by virtue of the 

inverter 's presence and DCL switchgear, connecting the grids as a load across the 

generator can be accomplished by picking up the B contactors while leaving the DCL 

transfer switches in their shorted position.
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3.9. BRAKING CONTACTORS
The Braking contactors perform several functions on this unit. As pointed out in the 

previous paragraph, they serve as a connection between the generator and braking 

grids during load test operation. They also make the connection between the DC link 

and the grids during Dynamic Braking modes. The final function these grids perform 

is inverter capacitor or DC Link Voltage Source discharge.

When the Isolation switch is placed in START / STOP / ISOLATE, the Braking 

contactors pick up directly from an interlock on the switch. This insures that the grids 

will be connected across the capacitors, even if the computer has malfunctioned. The 

brake grids have the capacity to discharge the voltage source within a few seconds. 

If this system fails, a bleeder resistor located in TCC to each  inverter will decay any 

residual power with in 45 minutes of engine shutdown. 

The contactors are hardware interlocked such that the two contactors (B3 & B4) in 

the path without the grid blower motor will not pickup if the other two (B1 & B2) do not 

pick up. This prevents applying power to the grids with out the grid blower receiving 

power. If any three inverters are cut in during braking mode, only B1 & B2 will pick up 

to connect one grid path across DC Link. As the Braking contactors are not designed 

to drop out repeatedly under full braking load, the computer will not allow the drop out 

of any Braking contactor when DC Link voltage is greater than 750 volts.

3.10. OPERATING MODES:
Most traditional DC Locomotives have only four operating modes : 

1. Power (PWR).

2. Dynamic Brake (DB).

3. Idle (IDLE).

4. Load Test (LT).
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The WDG4 can exhibit any of these states as well. additionally, the unit can be in two 

other modes:

1. Propulsion (PROP).

2. Working on Propulsion (WPROP).

The Propulsion mode is active when a direction has been defined by the reverser 

handle and Run/Isolate switch in Run position. In the propulsion mode, the traction 

alternator is excited to 600 volts, but the torque request sent to the inverters is zero. 

The working on Propulsion mode is an intermediate leading up to the Propulsion 

mode. Basically, the generator excitation has yet to reach the requested Throttle 1 

level when this mode is active. 

When transfer from one operation mode to another is desired, several conditions 

must be met. A request to transfer from propulsion to power or braking mode will be 

passed on to the Traction Computers provided all logical conditions are satisfied and 

the unit is not moving faster than 0.8 KMPH in the direction opposite of that 

requested. 
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4. MODULE 4
LOW VOLTAGE DC SYSTEM

4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The 74 VDC system provides electrical power to excite the Companion Alternator, to 

operate  the  engine  starting  system,  to  charge  the  batteries,  and  to  operate  the 

control system. In this module, we will examine the circuits used to accomplish these 

tasks, and discuss trouble shooting techniques relating to these circuits.

Fig 4.1 Components location in ECC #1
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4.2. LOCATION OF COMPONENTS 
Many components exists on this locomotive. Before discussing these devices and 

their functions Components location is given in the Figure 4.1 

1. STRUCTURE 

2. DOOR FRAME FRONT INTEGRATOR

3. DOOR LATCH R 

4. DOOR LATCH L 

5. CONTROL UNIT 

6. TL24T, TL13T, LR, BATV 

7. RELAY S FOR LCC

8. DIAGNOSTIC PANEL COMMUNICATION PORT  

9. FDB'S

10. ADB'S 

11. REVERSE CURRENT DIODE

12. GENERATOR FIELD CONTACTOR 2 POLE

13. GENERATOR FIELD DECAY CONTACTOR 1 POLE 

14. SCR ASSEMBLY

15. B1, B2 , B3 & B4 DB CONTACTORS 1 POLE

16. CONNECTOR MTG, PLATE – FRONT ASSY

17. MAIN GENERATOR FIELD CURRENT SENSOR

18. PRESSURE CHECK POINTS 

19. CPR PANEL

20. DPC UNIT(Optional) 

21. TEST PANEL 

4.3. AUXILIARY GENERATOR
The auxiliary generator is driven by the engine gear train at three times the engine 

speed. AC power from the auxiliary generator is supplied to an external 3-phase full-

wave rectifier  in  a battery charging assembly.  It  is  then converted  to 74 volt  DC 

power for companion alternator excitation, control  system operation, and charging 

locomotive  batteries.  The  rectified  output  is  maintained  constant  at  74V  DC 

irrespective of  the variation in engine speed.  This 74VDC voltage may vary from 

72 .5Vto 77.5V based on the battery box temperature. 
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MLCC measures the following auxiliary generator parameters to control and protect 

the battery charging. 

1. Aux Gen Field Current(AGFI)

2. Aux Gen Output Voltage(AGAV)

3. Aux Gen Armature Current(AGAI)

4. Battery voltage(BATV)

5. Battery Charging Current(BATI)

6. Battery box temperature(BATT)

The MCC generates a PWM signal to drive the field winding of auxiliary generator. 

The  auxiliary  generator  armature  current,  battery  charging  current,  auxiliary 

generator output voltage and battery voltage are continuously monitored by MCC, 

through appropriate current and voltage sensors. The excitation of auxiliary generator 

field is controlled in such a way that to maintain constant voltage irrespective of the 

diesel  engine  RPM.  However,  when  the  auxiliary  generator  current  or  battery 

charging current exceeds the limit, the excitation to auxiliary generator is reduced to 

prevent  damage  to  the  equipment.  All  these  parameters  are  made  user 

programmable so that different types of auxiliary generators and batteries can be 

used with the same micro controller based locomotive control system. 
In  the  event  of  over  loading,  MCC  trips  the  Aux  Gen  field  circuit  breaker,  by 

energizing trip coil.

The system will maintain the charging voltage from 77.5 V (at 0 deg. C) to 72.5 V (at 

37deg.C). The system will responsible for regulating the charging voltage depending 

on the feedback received from Battery temperature sensor.

The system uses this signal to generate a reference voltage called BATV ref.

4.4. BATTERY CHARGING CIRCUIT
After the current flows through the CR AG, it goes on a bus to another portion of the 

BC ASM known as the CR BC (Current  Rectifier  Battery Charging).  The CR BC 

inhibits  reverse  current  flows  from  battery  positive  to  negative  through  the  rotor 

windings when the Aux Gen is not supplying the power. 
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After leaving the CR BC, the current flows back to the bus and is carried to another 

portion of the BC ASM known as the REBC. This is a heavy duty wire wound resistor 

mounted on the top of the BC ASM. The resistor increases resistance as it gets hot 

from passing excessive current. As the resistance increases, less current is able to 

pass through the resistor. This keeps a severely discharged set of batteries from over 

loading the Aux Gen. As the current flow decreases, the wire wound resistor cools 

down, and the resistance decreases.

Fig 4.2 Battery Charging Assembly
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Fig 4.3 Battery Circuit.

The TURBO LUBE PUMP MTR and the  COMP CONT (computer  control)  circuit 

breakers are wired ahead of the battery knife switch. When the unit is shut down, 

these two breakers must remain closed with the battery knife switch open. This will 

allow the  turbo  lube  pump to  run  for  35  minutes  after  shutdown.  The timing  for 

shutdown  after  35  minutes  is  controlled  by  the  computer.  When  the  computer 

de-energizes the TLPR(Turbo Lube Pump Relay), the #1 interlock on TLPR will go to 

its normally open state, and power will be cutoff from the computer control.
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4.5. TURBO LUBE PUMP MOTOR
This locomotive utilizes a three phase AC turbo lube pump motor with an integral 

(motor mounted) inverter located on the engine's lower right bank. 

4.6. FUEL PUMP MOTOR
Figure 4.4 shows the fuel pump circuit from the schematic. This is also a three phase 

AC motor with an integral inverter. The inverter is encased in a plastic potting 

compound, and does not lend itself to easy troubleshooting. To troubleshoot this 

circuit, be sure about 64VDC is present at the RED and BLK terminals. If so, and the 

motor does not turn, disconnect the motor from the pump and be sure the pump is 

not binding. Be sure that the polarity of the connection is correct. If everything checks 

out and the motor doesn't bind, replace the motor.

Specific bench test procedure for the integral inverter/motor assemblies are stamped 

on the side of the motors. Because the locomotive batteries actually act as a 

capacitor when the assemblies are connected on locomotive, test procedures include 

the connection of a capacitor in parallel with the power source at some distance. This 

capacitance is required for continual operation, therefore should the locomotive lose 

enough cells in the batteries to lower the capacitive effect in the circuit, the motors 

could conceivably stop running. 
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Fig 4.4 Fuel Pump Motor Circuit.

4.7. STARTING CIRCUIT
You should already be familiar with the proper sequence to start the diesel engine. 

We now want to look at the circuit used to accomplish this task. Figure 4.5 shows the 

starting circuit of the schematic. When first cranking the diesel engine, the first six 

seconds are held between 25 and 30 RPM in a cycle referred to as Engine 

Purge(also called “Creepy Crank”). This engine purge cycle is used to reduce the 

possibility of serious engine damage from occurring if the unit encounters a hydraulic 

lock condition. If engine purge is not used and the unit hydraulically locks above 30 

RPM, severe engine damage may result. Damage may consist of a bent connecting 

rod, cracked cylinder head fire face, cracked piston crown, broken crankshaft, etc.
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Fig 4.5 Starting Circuit 

The engine speed pickup feeds back into the MLCC. The unit does not require 

engine speed pickup to run, as the computer senses that the engine is running by 

looking at companion Alternator pickup. When engine speed is over 180 RPM, the 

MLCC uses Companion Alternator frequency feedback from the ZCD module. CA 

frequency is a more reliable signal, however it does not provide an acceptable signal 

at cranking speeds which dictates the need for a speed probe. For a proper feedback 

from the probe, it must be mounted correctly. The tolerance is .025'' +/- .005''. Be 

sure the spacing over the top of the ring gear teeth is properly set. If a .030'' feeler 

guage is not available, use a credit Card or a 6 inch steel pocket ruler. They are both 

about .030'' thick.
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The STA contactor is picked up first. This is done by energizing MILS 1 output 

channel 1. This contact must pickup first as the ST contactor is picked up through the 

STA interlocks. ST is not energized directly from the MILS module. 

4.8. STARTING SYSTEM SCREEN
The “Starting System” screen can be accessed from the “Meter Menu” in the MLCC 

display. Figure 4.6 shows a representative screen in the engine start mode.

Fig 4.6 Representative screen in the engine start mode

The screen must indicate “ON” for all of the listed inputs and outputs in order for the 

engine to start.

Bypassing engine purge is possible (but not recommended under normal conditions 

due to risk of engine damage), with the Engine Purge Bypass Switch, located in the 

circuit breaker compartment. If bypassing engine purge, take the following 

precautions before cranking.

1. Open the compression relief valves(CRV) on all 16 cylinders.

2. Bar over the engine one complete revolution. Check all 16 CRVs for 

presence of fluid.

3. If no fluid is found, close all CRVs and crank over the engine.
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4.9. STARTER MOTOR THERMAL OVERLOAD
The starter motors may become thermally overloaded if they crank for more than 

twenty seconds without interruption. If the engine is unable to start with in 20 sec 

after cranking, the computer drops out the STA, and displays the crew message, “ 

STARTER MOTOR OVERLOAD”. This circuit is shown on 31 sheet of the schematic.

Once the thermal overload has heated up, cranking will be inhibited for two minutes. 

The computer also furnishes additional protection by limiting continuous cranking to 

twenty seconds. After 20 seconds, it also drops out the STA, display the crew 

message, “ STARTER MOTOR OVERLOAD” and inhibits cranking for two minutes.

4.10. TC BLOWERS
Booster Circuit will provide sufficient voltage if engine is running. This voltage will be 

given to Blower Inverter. Blower Inverter has one "Enable" pin and two input pins to 

decide the operating speed of the TC Blower.

Enable 2 i/p pins Blower speed 

0 X X OFF

1 0 0 OFF

1 0 1 LOW

1 1 0 MEDIUM

1 1 1 HIGH

Each MTCC monitors its corresponding inverter's phase module temperatures. 

Based on this temperature feedbacks MTCC will operate two digital outputs 

(connected to 2 i/p pins of Blower Inverter) which in turn decides at what speed the 

TC Blower should run. One digital feedback signal is given to MTCC from Blower 

Inverter, which indicates the status(like 1 means healthy) of the Blower Inverter.
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Fig 4.7 TC Blowers

4.11. AIR COMPRESSOR
Freight locomotives use air for brakes, sanders, operation of horns and windshield 

wipers.

The WDG4 uses a WLN3 Cylinder water-cooled compressor with a shallow sump. 

Mechanical driven and LCC controlled. Full synchronization/ CRL input 

The three cylinder compressor is a two stage unit equipped with two low pressure 

cylinders that feed one high pressure cylinder. The two out side cylinders (low 

pressure) normally compress the air to 40-50 PSI above ambient and then discharge 

into an inter cooler. By dropping the temperature of the air, some moisture is 

precipitated out before the final stage of compression. From the cooler, air is fed to 

the center mounted high pressure cylinder which then raises the air pressure that is 

required in the main reservoir to 140 PSI. The safety control valve is set at 150PSI 

(10.5 kg/cm2).

The compressor control system uses a pressure transducer to monitor main reservoir 

pressure. However, the pressure transducer does not directly control the operation of 

the unloader magnet valve, but acts as an input to the control computer. Operation of 

the  magnet  control  valve  is  controlled  based  on  feedback  from  the  pressure 

transducer (MRPT) , and software condition.
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When the main reservoir pressure drops below 8.3kg/cm2, MRPT provides an analog 

input to the  MCC. The computer de-energizes MVCC (Magnet Valve Compressor 

Control) which allows the air compressor to load(Fig. 4.8). 

The pickup of the CMPSYN provides a feed to train line 25T(CRL) which will cause 

any unit in the consist with full synchronization to assist pumping air.

Fig 4.8 Air Compressor Control schematic.
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5. MODULE  5
LOAD CONTROL & ADHESION CONTROL

5.1. INTRODUCTION
The WDG4 Wheel Creep Control System works by regulating traction motor “Torque” 

While in Power and dynamic brake. The MLC 691 controls the six Traction 

Computers which are responsible for modulating the power applied to the rails. This 

module will discuss how the “Torque References” are developed by the MLC 691 in 

power mode, how the power applied to the girds in load test is regulated, how wheel 

slip is controlled in power and how wheel creep is controlled in dynamic brake.

5.2. TORQUE
Before we discuss the control system in detail, it is important to understand the 

concept of torque and how it is relates to tractive effort / horsepower output of the 

WDG4. Torque, or moment of a force is a measure of the tendency of the force to 

rotate the body upon which it acts about an axis. In other words, Torque = force x 

distance. As applied to the locomotive wheel, the force is the tractive effort applied to 

the rail, and the distance is measured from the wheel/rail interface to the center of 

the wheel. In English units, torque is expressed in units of FT-LBS. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the concept discussed above. The total tractive effort of the 

locomotive is the sum of the force generated by all six wheel sets.

Figure5.1TractiveEffort at wheel.
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The traction motors generate the torque that is transmitted to the locomotive wheels. 

Therefore, there will be varying TORQUE references for each throttle position. There 

is however another parameter that must affect the torque reference, locomotive 

speed.

There is another mechanical relationship between torque and horsepower which is 

defined by the following formula:

Force x Velocity Force x ft/minute
H.P = ------------------------- = --------------------------

33000 ft-lbs/minute 33000 ft-lbs/minute

For every throttle position, the diesel engine is capable of generating a given amount 

of horsepower. As the amount of horsepower is held constant, and as velocity or 

forward motion of the locomotive goes up, the force, or tractive effort must go down.

Fig 5.2 WDG4 TE vs Speed Curve.
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Figure 5.2 shows the tractive effort vs speed curves for throttle position 8 over the 

entire speed range of the locomotive. To the left of the point 1, the straight line 

represents the maximum or PEAK tractive effort(force) that the traction motors are 

capable of developing. If the locomotive is operating in this portion of the curve, the 

locomotive is not putting down full tractive horsepower for  that throttle position, it is 

torque limited. To the right of the point 1, tractive effort(force) starts to fall off due to 

horsepower limitations.

5.3. DEVELOPING THE TORQUE REFERENCES
The MLC691 is responsible for developing the torque references for all 6 inverters, 

which are displayed as TRQRef1, TRQRef2, TRQRef3, TRQRef4, TRQRef5 and 

TRQref6. There are numerous inputs into the MLC691 that are used to develop the 

references.

5.4. POWER AVAILABLE
First, determine how much Traction Motor power is available out of the power 

generated by the diesel engine. is shown in Figure 5.3. The output is the Traction 

Motor power available, which becomes a component used to calculate each inverter 

torque reference.

Fig 5.3 Traction Motors power calculation
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5.5. GHP
Based on Diesel engine model notch wise Gross Horsepowers are fixed and based 

on engine RPM, MLC691 calculates GHP available and used in Traction motor 

power calculations.

5.6. SITE HP CORRECTION FACTORS
There are 3 site HP correction factors

1. Ambient air temperature and fuel temperature

2. Altitude

3. Fuel Specific gravity

Final Site HP correction Factor is calculated from the above three values.

5.7. SHP
Site Horse Power available is calculated by multiplying “GHP available” with final Site 

HP correction factor.

5.8. AUXILIARY POWERS
When the diesel engine is running, it directly drives main generator, companion 

alternator, auxiliary generator, a traction motor blower, an air compressor and the 

water and lube oil pumps. 

The companion alternator supplies current to excite the main generator field and to 

power the radiator cooling fans, the inertial filter blower motor, six traction inverter 

blowers, and various transducers and control devices.

The auxiliary generator is driven by the engine gear train at three times the engine 

speed. AC power from the auxiliary generator is supplied to an external 3-phase full-

wave rectifier in a battery charging assembly. It is then converted to 74 volt DC 

power for companion alternator excitation, control system operation, and charging 

locomotive batteries. The auxiliary generator also supplies 74 VDC power for the fuel 

and turbocharger lube oil pump motor circuits, cab fans, locomotive lighting, and 

other miscellaneous equipment.
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The air compressor, rotates at engine speed and supplies the necessary air pressure 

for brakes and other pneumatic devices.

Based on diesel engine RPM, various motor currents and voltages, MLC691 

calculates total Auxiliary power.

5.9. MAIN GENERATOR INPUT POWER
MLC691 calculates Main Generator Input power by subtracting total Auxiliary powers 

from site Horsepower.

5.10. MAIN GENERATOR EFFICIENCY
MLC691 calculates Main Generator Efficiency based on the following losses

1. F&W Losses

2. Copper Losses

3. Iron Losses

The above losses are derived based on diesel engine RPM, Main generator Output 

Voltage and current.

Total losses = F&W losses + copper losses + Iron Losses

Main Generator Output Power
Main Generator Efficiency =  -------------------------------------------------------

(total losses + Main Generator Output Power)
Where Main Generator Output Power = DCLV * MGA

5.11. MAIN GENERATOR OUTPUT POWER AVAILABLE

MLC691 calculates Main Generator output power available by multiplying Main 

Generator efficiency with Main generator Input power available. This power is the KW 

Ref available across the DC Link.
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5.12. TRACTION INVERTER AND MOTOR EFFICIENCY
MLC691 calculates Traction Inverter and Motor Efficiency based on all Traction 

Motors feedback powers and Main generator output Power.

Sum of all active traction motors output power
TI and TM Efficiency =  --------------------------------------------------------------------

Main generator output power

Traction Motors output power is calculated from feedback torque and Traction motor 

speed. 

5.13. TRACTION MOTORS POWER AVAILABLE
This is the power available to the all traction motors. This power is calculated by 

multiplying main generator output power available with TI and TM efficiency. Single 

Traction Motor power is calculated from the total traction motors power available and 

no of active traction motors. This single Traction motor power is used in calculating 

Torque reference for each inverter. In addition to this the amount of power available 

is influenced by the inputs shown below, which are also pictorially shown in 

Figure 5.4.

Fig 5.4 Power available signal Development.
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5.14. THROTTLE POSITION
The throttle position is determined by the inputs or lack of inputs from the throttle 

switches TH2,4,6,8,TH5-8 and THST5,6, These switch inputs feed back into DIO

module #4. This is only the throttle request; the computer will also consider

“Throttle Knockdown” or “Governor Request” in determining the engine speed and 

the amount of power allowed out of the inverters.

5.15. GOVERNOR REQUEST
“Governor Request” will override a requested throttle speed given to the Governor. 

An example of this condition would be “Engine speed increase – Low Water 

Temperature”, which increase speed to throttle 2 even if the throttle handle is in idle 

or throttle 1.

5.16. THROTTLE KNOCKDOWN
If a condition such as “Hot Engine” or “Dirty Air Filters – Throttle 6 Limit” exists, the

control will limit the power level and engine speed to throttle six. This will override the 

throttle request if a higher throttle position is requested.

5.17. TURBO BOOST REQUEST
If the “Turbo Boost” condition is in effect, the engine will select the governor 8 engine 

speed even if the operator is selecting throttle 6 or throttle 7 load. This will allow the

turbocharger to “freewheel” in throttle 6 & 7 which will save fuel. Once the 

turbocharger is freewheeling because of sufficient exhaust heat energy, the engine 

speed control will return to the operator request speed.
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5.18. TURBO SPEED CONTROL
The MFIP module receives sine wave feedback from a magnetic pickup mounted in 

the right hand side of the turbocharger impeller housing(left hand side of the 

locomotive).This signal is used by the computer to protect against turbocharger over 

speed. The magnetic pickup counts the number of impeller blades, and if the 

feedback frequency exceeds the limits established in software, the computer reduces 

main generator excitation. This in turn reduces exhaust gas temperature, to slow 

down the turbocharger.

5.19. INVERTER STATUS(ON-LINE/OFF-LINE)
The WDG4 has the ability to cutout an inverter in the event of a grounded inverter, 

inverter failure, or grounded traction motor. This feature has replaced the traction 

motor cutout option as used in the DC locomotive. In the event one inverter is cutout, 

the power available is reduced to 5/6 of the total power available.

5.20. LOAD SIGNAL
On the WDG4 the load regulator is part of the engine governor assembly. It is a three 

terminal 1500 ohm rheostat, connected to the MAIP module. Because of the way the 

governor operates, the load regulator functions as the engine feedback device, it 

indicates how well the engine handling its load.

Load Test 2 can be used to determine whether the load regulator functions under 

actual running conditions. In load test2, the computer raises the KW Ref by 13%. 

Since the engine cannot (in almost every case) make 13% more horsepower, the 

load regulator must back off to balance the electrical load to the engine's capabilities. 

If the LR doesn't back off, the engine should be heard hunting/bogging. If the engine 

is not hunting/bogging, check to be sure that the injector racks are not set short and 

the injector timing is set correctly.
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5.21. INVERTER TORQUE REFERENCE
The Inverter torque reference for each inverter is influenced by the inputs shown 

below. Once the MLC691 develops the Inverter torque references, the information is 

sent via CAN from MLC691 to each inverter.

Fig 5.5. Inverter Torque reference 

5.22. POWER AVAILABLE
The power available was calculated as described in the previous section.

5.23. TRACTION MOTOR RPMS
Individual Traction Motor Torque References are calculated from Traction motor 

power available and Traction motor RPM. The speed probes feed back into the 

traction computers, and this information is communicated via the CAN links from 

traction computers into MLC691 module.

5.24. INVERTER STATUS(On-Line/Off-Line)
If the inverter is cutout, the torque reference from that inverter must be clamped to 

zero. 
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5.25. AVERAGE WHEEL DIAMETERS

In order to achieve equal tractive effort, the inverter with the larger average wheel 

diameter must have the higher torque limit. This calculation is performed by MLC691 

based on feedback signals from the traction computers.

5.26. POWER REGULATION IN LOAD TEST
In load test, the WDG4 locomotive regulates power as all of the power from the main 

generator is dissipated across the locomotive's grid, regulation can be based on the 

locomotive's kilowatt output. Figure 5.6 shows the illustration for the power available 

calculation which will also be valid for load test 1 and 2. Notice that there is one extra 

parameter in the calculation for load test 2.

Fig5.6 Power Available generation

In either load test 1 or 2 , the inverter status for all inverters is off-line, therefore their 

torque references are clamped to zero. Power will be regulated by allowing power 

produced, or “KW Fbk” on the display screen to climb up to the limit established by 

the power available calculation, or “KW Ref” on the display screen.

As the unit is regulating on kilowatts, or volts x amps/1000, we need to know what 

feedbacks are used for this calculation. 
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5.27. ADHESION CONTROL
One of the most important factors to consider in locomotive development is how well 

it can pull in power and how well it can control train speed in dynamic brake. Good 

adhesion between the wheel and rail is required if the locomotive is going to perform 

up to expectations.

The common measurement of how well the locomotive is capable of pulling a train is 

by measuring its “Dispatchable Adhesion”. The dispatchable adhesion is a 

manufacturer rating based on the ratio of draw bar pull to locomotive weight under 

any rail conditions.

The dispatchable adhesion of locomotive has been greatly improved over the years. 

One advantage to the WDG4 locomotive is that the inverter control responds 

considerable faster than the DC control system.

A number of strategies are used on the locomotive to control wheel slip/wheel creep. 

This corrective system is resident in the traction computers, and operates 

independent of the MLC691 computer in the event the normal controlled creep 

systems fail to regulate.

The other systems consist of the “Controlled Creep” system and the “Starting” 

system, which are discussed in detail in the following text.  The Controlled Creep 

system operates in both power and dynamic brake.

5.28. CONTROLLED CREEP SYSTEM – POWER
Controlled creep takes place during power as long as all proper feedback signals are 

present. Controlled creep involves computing wheel RPM limit signals and sending 

them to the appropriate inverter computer. In power the controlled creep signal is 

known as N+Delta N. 

The value for N , or the wheel speed for a non-slipping wheel is calculated from the 

re calibrated radar speed(if radar speed is greater than 2.4 KMPH). The value for 

Delta N, or the additional speed of the wheel in excess of ground speed, is calculated 
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by considering locomotive wheel acceleration(determined from wheel RPM 

feedbacks), and inverter torque feedbacks. The computer will automatically calculate 

the proper creep percentage allowed to maximize adhesion. If track conditions are 

favorable, lower creep percentages will be allowed. If track conditions are 

unfavorable, higher creep percentages will be allowed. Figure 5.8 shows the 

development of the N+Delta N signal.

Fig 5.8 Development of N+dN signal

5.29. CONTROLLED CREEP SYSTEM – DYNAMIC BRAKE

During dynamic brake operation, the Traction Computers are able to respond to RPM 

limit signals. However, these limits represents the slowest permitted speed that the 

wheels should be turning. 

The controlled creep (slide) process determines how much wheel creep (slide) 

should be permitted and then establishes speed references, which serve as lower 

limits for motor speed. In dynamic brake this becomes known as N – Delta N. 

Controlled creep (slide) does not force the motors to slide, but rather limits the speed 

if adhesion and torque factors are such to cause the motors to slide.  The 

creep(slide) percentage allowed in dynamic brake is small compared to that allowed 

in power.
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5.30. STARTING WHEEL SLIP SYSTEM
The starting wheel slip system is functional up to a locomotive speed of 3.2 KMPH. 

This system must exist as the radar signal is inaccurate below speeds of 2.4 KMPH. 

This wheel slip control algorithm allows certain levels of wheel creep that are 

determined by looking at wheel acceleration. The wheel acceleration is determined 

by the traction motor RPM feedbacks from the traction computers. The value 

computed is the same N + Delta N value calculated by the controlled creep system 

above 2.4 KMPH. If the algorithm detects that the acceleration is rising too rapidly, 

the creep percentage is lowered.

5.31. SAND APPLICATION
Automatic sanding takes place in both power and dynamic brake, to improve the 

adhesion conditions of the locomotive. When adhesion conditions are so bad that the 

wheels are creeping and the locomotive cannot deliver full horsepower, sand is 

applied to improve the adhesion and ultimately, restore the power. Also, when a 

wheel slides in dynamic brake, sand is used to help return the wheel to track speed.

In power, the locomotive will auto sand when the power feedback is 90%(or less) of 

the power requested. Additionally, the locomotive only auto sands above throttle 3.

In dynamic brake, the unit will auto sand if the sum of all six torque feedback is 80% 

(or less) of sum of six reference Torque.

Manual sand will be inhibited in power mode if the locomotives speed exceeds 20 

KMPH. Manual sand will be allowed over the entire speed range of the locomotive in 

dynamic brake.

5.32. WHEEL SLIP LIGHT
The wheel slip light will not light if the unit goes into controlled creep operation 

(N+Delta N) in power. It will light if the unit goes into controlled creep operation in 

dynamic brake(N-Delta N).  In case of locked wheel condition also WS Light will light.
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5.33. RADAR RECAL RATIO
MLC691 determines wheel creep based on the difference in RADAR ground speed 

and traction motor RPM feedback. The RADAR signal is translated to an equivalent 

RPM signal by taking into account gear ratio and wheel diameter, so that a direct 

comparison with the motor RPM signal may be made. As the wheel wear, though, 

diameter becomes increasingly smaller, meaning the RPM signal for a given ground 

speed will be higher. In order to account for changing wheel diameters, MLC691 runs 

a calculation routine once a day to determine exact wheel diameter deviation from 

normal size. A very specific set of operating conditions which ensure that no wheel 

slip is present must be met, though, before this calculation can be run. These 

conditions are outlined here.

• OP MODE = IDLE or PROP

• RADAR speed > 25 KMPH

• IPS is not active (no independent brakes applied)

• PCS is not open

• All motors should be in active

• Acceleration < 9 RPM/sec. Or 0.4 KMPH

• All above conditions must  have been true for at least 5 seconds

5.34. K – BAND RADR
The signal provided by K-Band RADAR is superior to that of its predecessor in that 

snow, ice, water or rail trestles do not degrade the integrity of the signal. Response to 

rapid acceleration/deceleration has also been improved by reducing the number of 

components within, and replacing many hardware components of the old device with 

internal software.

5.35. EXCITATION CIRCUIT
The ZCD module plays an integral role in controlling the excitation current. But before 

the ZCD can supply the gate pulses to the SCR assembly, it requires information 

about the companion alternator output so that it knows when to gate the SCRs.

Figure 5.8 shows a three phase sine wave spanning 720 electrical degrees. 
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The SCR assembly will take this sine wave and half wave rectify it to DC field 

current. The half wave rectification means that we are only concerned about the 

positive half cycle, so we need to determine when the sine wave crosses zero from 

the negative half cycle to the positive half cycle.

Fig 5.8 3Phase AC Waveform

The ZCD Module is used to determine when the sine wave crosses zero. The voltage 

feedback from the CA6 is approximately 55 VAC at idle and 210 VAC at throttle 8. 

This feedback comes back to the ZCD module.

Once the signal gets into the ZCD, the zero cross detection circuit generates a 

5 VDC pulse that is sent out of the ZCD to the MLC691.

Once the MLC691 gets the zero cross information from the ZCD, and if the 

conditions for loading are satisfied, it sends back to the ZCD a weak gate signal 

which is amplified by the ZCD before being sent out to the SCRs.

The timing of the weak gate pulse is dependent on throttle position and active 

regulation by the computer. Let us look at an example, If throttle 1 is selected by the 

operator, the MLC691 will send a weak gate pulse for amplification by the MLC691 

that will give a strong gate pulse very late in the positive half cycle. Figure 5.9 shows 

the SCR output in a throttle one condition that yields a weak DC field current.  If 

throttle 8 is selected, the MLC691 generates a gate pulse that will be amplified very 

early in the positive half cycle, giving an output that will yield a high level DC field 

current. Figure 5.10 shows the SCR output for throttle 8.
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Fig 5.9 SCR Output in Throttle 1 at SCRD% = 83%:

Fig 5.10 SCR Output in Throttle 8 at SCRD% = 45%:

Once the CA6 output is rectified, DC flows out the POS terminal of the SCR 

assembly, through the GFD interlocks which are closed in power and in dynamic 

brake, through the main generator field current transducer to the main generator rotor 

windings (main field windings). The print does not show the existence of the slip 

rings/brushes which are a potential source of trouble. The current goes through the 

field windings, out through the slip/brushes and back to the NEG terminal on the SCR 

assembly.
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Fig 5.11.SCR Output Circuit

5.36. EXCITATION SELF TEST
On the WDG4 a self test option is available from the self-test menu called “Excitation 

Test”. The purpose of this test is to qualify the operation of the SCR assembly and 

the computer's ability to control it. In essence, this test checks that specified SCR 

firing angles deliver appropriate field currents. This test can be used to uncover 

common failure modes such as a bad SCR, wrong phase rotation somewhere in the 

three phase wiring, and other wiring errors. To enter in to this test mode certain 

conditions has to be satisfied. 

If any of the condition is not satisfied, the display will give the message, “IMPROPER 

EXCITATION TEST CONDITION <fault condition> and give the option of fixing the 

problem or ending the test.
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If conditions are satisfied, the computer will then set up test conditions and run 

through a seven step test which will first test each of the SCRs individually for the 

first four steps, and then test all three SCRs together at various phase angles for the 

last three steps. The test will only proceed to the last three steps if the first four steps 

pass.

Depending on the failure mode, one of the following message may be encountered.

1. SINGLE SCR TEST FAILED, SCR bridge is unable to turn off – check 

ZCD, MAIP, wiring, and SCR bridge

2. SINGLE SCR TEST FAILED, no SCR bridge output – check GF circuit 

breaker, SCR bridge, ZCD and MAIP

5.37. DECAY CIRCUIT AND SPIKE SUPPRESSION
If the generator field circuit needs to be interrupted rapidly for some reason, like a 

ground relay, we need to dissipate the energy that is held in the main field windings. 

Refer to the schematic 25 sheet to see this circuit. Resistor RE2 accomplishes this 

task. To dissipate the energy the GFD interlocks will go to their N.O. Position, the 

SCRs will not be gated, and the excess energy will flow from the main field windings 

through the freewheeling diode on the SCR assembly. It will also flow through the 

RE2 resistor, where the energy will be dissipated in the form of heat and complete 

the circuit back at the main field windings.

RE32 and CA32 is the spike suppression circuit wired across the main generator field 

and the freewheeling diode. When the circuit is first interrupted, the main field energy 

dissipates with a large spike that can wound and eventually destroy the freewheeling 

diode. This circuit absorbs the spike into CA32 and dissipates it into RE32.

If the GFD main contacts do not close due to a contact tip failure but the computer 

gets confirmation of GFD pick-up, the locomotive will load at a very low level, as all of 

the filed current is being put through the RE2 resistor. The RE2 will very quickly burn 

to pieces.
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6. MODULE 6
THE MAS696 DISPLAY

6.1. INTRODUCTION
The MAS696 Display is designed to be “user friendly" for operating and maintenance 

crews having little or no computer experience. Simplicity in understanding is the main 

criterion of arranging the screens in the display. The explanations given in this 

section should not cause concern over complexity of the display. The user need not 

be a computer buff or a technology expert. The following sections describe in detail 

the features and  methodologies adopted for presenting the options before the user.

6.2. THE DISPLAY MONITOR
A graphical Vacuum Fluorescent Display has been used as the monitor for this 

Display Unit. The advantages of a graphical display is that any font size can be used 

to represent the text. At present two font sizes are supported by this display, the 5X7 

and the 7X9. Since the 7X9 font occupies a lot of space, it has been rarely used. 

Presently 5X7 font is being used to show all the messages(6 lines on display).  To 

save the power drawn by the display monitor, a DISPLAY ON/OFF key has been 

kept, pressing it once will clear the screen making the display blank.  Normality will 

be restored when the user presses DISPLAY ON/OFF key again or if a CREW 

message of high priority occurs which demands attention. Normality can also be 

restored by pressing any other key also, but the functionality of that key will not be 

hindered just because the previous screen was not visible. For eg.  when default 

screen was on display when user pressed ON / OFF key, the result of which would 

be that the display goes blank.  Pressing ON / OFF will restore the Default screen, 

but when the display was blank and the user pressed MENU, then the Menu screen 

will be displayed to the user.

6.3. THE KEYPAD
The data input device for this system is the Key Pad. This key pad has 29 keys on 

the whole. The numeric keys from 0 to 9 also serve as the alpha numeric keys for the 

user to enter alphabets along with numbers. There are few dedicated keys each of 

which will be thoroughly described in the following sections.
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6.4. SOFT KEYS: 
Four functional soft keys by name F1, F2, F3 and F4 has been provided to the user. 

These keys has multi functionality and the functionality of each will be displayed in 

the display in the area just above the location of the functional keys.  If the area 

above this function keys is empty then it implies that this function key serves no 

purpose in that particular screen.

6.5. ARROW KEYS: 
The presence of UP, DOWN, LEFT and RIGHT arrow keys are by itself suggesting 

the navigational capabilities of the display. These keys have been enabled wherever 

necessary and elsewhere disabled. Arrow keys are useful only in moving the cursor 

in Menu, while editing the text and while moving from one screen to the other directly 

without utilizing the menu. Pressing arrow keys at any screen, other than the one's 

explained will serve no useful purpose.

6.6. ALPHANUMERICAL KEYS: 
The user can type strings of some predefined lengths by using these alphanumeric 

key set.  With the association of soft keys user can delete the entered string, change 

the case from Capital to Small to Numerical to Capital. The usage is very simple and 

there is a time limit of 1.5 second before the user can press the same key to generate 

all other alphabets it is supposed to have. Care has been taken for the predefined 

condition that the value to be entered is numerical and by no means ever can a string 

be entered by user. In other words the alphanumerical ability of the keypad ceases to 

function. Other than this by using the F2 soft key the user can change the mode as 

explained above.

6.7. CREW: 
Pressing this key will display the crew message which is currently active. There are 

various other options like RESET, EXIT, SCROLL-> and the SCROLL<- option.  The 

scroll options will be visible if there are more than one CREWS present in the list. 

The RESET option will be visible if the corresponding option is selected for that 

particular CREW message in the application software. 
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6.8. SECTION NAME, DRIVER ID, TRAIN NO, TRAIN LOAD: 
These buttons are the hard keys present for the regular update of the user. There is 

no need to navigate through the menu screens for these purpose. The user can view 

the present value or name of any of the above mentioned. He can choose to change 

the value or name by choosing the appropriate option by means of the soft keys (F1, 

F2, F3, F4). Apart from these hard keys the other options like SHED NAME, which 

share the above features, are only accessible by navigation through Menu.

6.9. ON / OFF: 
Display ON / OFF is done by this key where the display goes completely blank. This 

is a power saving mode necessary for the long life of the Display. Pressing this again 

will get back the previous data back. It is necessary to caution that pressing any key 

other than ON/OFF will not necessarily get back the previous screen on the display.

6.10. BRIGHT / DIM KEY: 
Pressing the bright/dim key will change the brightness level. There are four 

brightness levels defined for the monitor, they are LOW, MEDIUM, BRIGHT and 

HIGH BRIGHT. By default the MEDIUM level will be present. The user can change it 

to a level in accordance to his comfort and whatever chosen will be saved for all 

future purpose unless changed intentionally by any one.
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6.11. MENU KEY: 
All of the features of the display are accessible by the carefully formulated menu 

screens. The button marked MAIN MENU will automatically send the display back to 

the “Main Menu” screen from any other screen. This key can come in handy if the 

user “gets lost” in the display and can’t find home or the Main Menu. Any screen can 

be accessible through the proper use of Arrow keys and the functional keys. 

Forward and Backward movement of the menu screens has been made possible for 

the convenience of the user.

As far as possible the contents in the menu have been carefully classified to form 

groups of the same order.  These have been given appropriate names also.  

6.12. STATUS DISPLAY SCREENS
These status screens inform the user the status of the system by means of the 

values of the certain predefined parameters. By observing these parameters the user 

can have a first hand knowledge of the present behavior of the system on the whole. 

If any parameter values offshoots its behavior, appropriate action can be taken by the 

user. These screens can be configured by means of a laptop and a cable. 

Appropriate parameter can be chosen through the application software in the laptop, 

and this data downloaded into the Data Management Computer, which in turn 

updates the display with the screens and their corresponding data. These data will be 

shown if the user requests for these screens from the menu. All these screens are 

configurable through laptop.
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6.13. USER PROGRAMMABLE SCREENS
Apart from the fixed screens described in the previous section there exists 8 nos of 

screens which can be configured through the display itself. The user has the freedom 

to choose whichever parameter he wants to supervise. The user can view the 

parameters available in the screen. If no parameter has been selected at that point 

then a “EMPTY” will be displayed in that place to the user.  After the user selects to 

change a pop up list with all the parameters possible in that location will be visible to 

the user in a group of 4. The user can scroll all the parameters by pressing the 

DOWN arrow key or by entering the name of the parameter. As the user is entering 

the text the pop down list will change and show only the parameters which start  with 

the characters that has been entered by the user.  He can save up to 15 parameters 

in a screen and 8 such screens are available for the user to select. He can give his 

own desired name for any of the screens he has modified. After saving this through 

settings, the user can view what has been saved through status display screens, 

where continuously the data will be updated. A snapshot of how this whole screen 

will look like is given in the figure below.
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   KW Ref    xxxxx    KW Fbk       xxxxx     TPU             xxxxx                         
   MGV        xxxxx    MG A            xxxxx     MGFld A      xxxxx         
   EngTmp  xxxxx    AmbTmp      xxxxx     “ EP LIMIT ”                           

PREV                                                 SCROLL-->             PRINT

xxxxx here indicates a
 numerical value



 

6.14. USING THE DISPLAY AS AN EFFECTIVE TOOL
To receive the full benefit of built in diagnostics, the user must understand how to 

efficiently use the interface to the system which, in this case, is the display. Many 

screens exist inside of other screens, continually branching off much like a tree. For 

the user, finding his way through the various screens may be quite tedious and 

confusing, therefore familiarization with the layout and structure of the screens is 

highly suggested. Once again, familiarization comes through hands on experience. 

Operators and maintenance personnel are strongly encouraged to pursue the 

screens at their convenience. Below are the Main Menu 

For the Display Unit, this is essentially the "home base" when operating the system. 

From here, the screens branch out in various directions to perform different services.

6.15. MAIN MENU SCREENS

6.15.1. DATA METERS:
Each screens present in this menu have been carefully classified and placed at that 

particular location for ease of findings and the importance of that parameters. All 

parameters of a particular kind having importance to a particular event or situation 

have been grouped together and placed in those screens. For each of the common 

situations arising, one particular screen among the list will be applicable. 
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EMPTY                              EMPTY                               EMPTY
EMPTY                              EMPTY                               EMPTY
EMPTY                              EMPTY                               EMPTY
EMPTY                              EMPTY                               EMPTY
EMPTY                              EMPTY                               EMPTY

 PREV                                                SELECT                 EXIT

EMPTY _
EMPTY
A VLV>
abrsyst
abrs_st

          A VLV>             

This is a pop up menu for 
selection of the various 
Parameters from the list

Coloured is a indication of 
presence of cursor at that location

 Any alphabetic character pressed will be visible 
here and the pop list below will update with the 
parameters starting with that character.



Among the situations that arise which require special screen are Motoring, Dynamic 

braking, HP Status, Auxiliary Generator, Starting system, Cooling system, Torque, 

TM Voltages, TM Speeds, TM Currents, TM Temperatures, TM1 Parameters, TM2 

Parameters etc. More to say about these screens, which are rather fixed and any 

change in the parameters in any particular screen can be done only using a laptop.

6.15.2. MOTORING SCREEN

Thr Pos   x  Eng RPM   xxxx Op Mode    “xxxx”

MG V ref xxxx MG Vfbk   xxxx Locokph      xxx

MG A      xxxx MGFld A   xxx GHP            xxxx

Trq Ref   xx.x Trq Fbk     xx.x LR%Max     xx

KW Ref  xxxx KW Fbk    xxxx “EP_LIMIT”

PREV                              Scroll>                                      PRINT

6.15.3. DYNAMIC BRAKING SCREEN

TL 24T    xx.x Eng RPM   xxxx Op Mode   “xxxx”

DCL V     xxxx DCL I         xxx(+/-x) Locokph     xxx

MG A       xxxx Grid1 A      xxxx Grid2 A       xxxx

Trq Ref    xx.x Trq Fbk      xx.x Grds KW    xxxx

Gblw1 A  xx.x Gblw2 A     xx.x “DB_LIMIT “

PREV            <SCROLL             SCROLL>             PRINT

6.15.4. DRIVER DATA SCREEN:

Thr Pos    x  Eng RPM   xxxx Op Mode  “xxxx”

GHP        xxxx SHP           xxxx AGHP       xxx.x

INFBHP   xxx.x TMBlwHP  xxx.x Expr HP   xxx.x

RF HP     xxx.x THP           xxxx ALTD       xxxx

TAoutHP xxxx TMoutHP   xxxxx “EP_LIMIT”

PREV            <SCROLL             SCROLL>             PRINT
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6.15.5. AUXILLARY GEN SCREEN:

Thr Pos    x  Eng RPM   xxxx Op Mode  “xxxx”

AGAVref  xxx.x AGAVfbk   xxx.x Locokph    xxx.x

AGFI        xx.xx AGAI         xxx.x APWM%   xx

BATV       xxx.x BATI         xxx (+/-x) BTEMP     xxx.x(+/-x)

CA V        xxx.x AGFB<     xxx “AUX_LIMIT”

PREV            <SCROLL             SCROLL>             PRINT

6.15.6. STARTING SYSTEM SCREEN:

Thr Pos       x  FP Rly>       xxx Start<       xxx

Isolat<         xxx FP Rly<       xxx STA>        xxx

TPU RPM   xxxxx NoEFCO<   xxx STFB<      xxx

EPU RPM   xxxx GBC>          xxx GBCFB<   xxx

PRIME<      xxx TLPR>         xxx TLPRFB<  xxx

PREV            <SCROLL             SCROLL>             PRINT

6.15.7. COOLING SYSTEM SCREEN:

Thr Pos     x  CA RPM   xxxx Op Mode  “xxxx”

FCS1>      xxx FCS2>      xxx FCF1A>    xxx

FCS2A>    xxx    FCS1FB<  xxx FCS2FB<  xxx

FCF1FB<  xxx FCF2FB<  xxx ETP1         xxx.x(+/-x)

ETP2         xxx.x(+/-x) FAN1        xxxx FAN2         xxxx

PREV            <SCROLL             SCROLL>             PRINT

In this format there are approximately 40 Screens.

6.16. TEST MODES:
Selecting Test modes will open up another screen with several options available so 

as for him to select which test is to be conducted on the system. All tests have initial 

screen called “Entry Conditions”, giving details of how the status of the system 

should be present for the successful completion of the test mode. 
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The inside of these screens are further classified into 

1. Auto Tests,

2. Computerized I/O Tests 

3. Load tests.

Many of the tests available in the Auto test category are the Air brake test, DCL 

Shorting test, Excitation test, Wheel Slip test, Contactor / Relay test, Cooling fan test, 

Radar Test, Meters Test, TCC Blowers test, TCC protection test.

After entering the test modes, all the other short cut keys of Driver ID, SECTION 

Name etc will fail to function

6.17. SELF TESTS
The Self Tests option is the first example of a sub-menu. Selecting the Self Tests 

option will give a screen with several new options. Each of these options allows the 

user to exercise various locomotive subsystems to verify proper function. Test that 

can be run include RADAR, contactor / relay, self load, excitation, wheel slip, cooling 

fans,load regulator, and traction motor blower.

6.17.1. SELF LOAD:
Self Load or Load Test as it is more commonly called , connects the output of the 

Main Generator across the dynamic brake grid resistors. Self Load provides a quick 

and easy method of loading a unit without moving it. The test can be a fountain of 

valuable information revealing engine troubles such as low horsepower,smoke in the 

exhaust, and hunting under load, as well as some electrical problems. Since Self 

Load also sets the unit into near operational loading conditions (as far as contactors 

picked up and where power flows),the test can help troubleshoot electrical problems 

such as ground faults occurrence .

During the test, the display provides the user with a default data screen including 

information such as horsepower, throttle position, load regulator % of maximum field 

Main Gen volts, etc Screen options available to the user are load Test #2,and a 

Meter Menu.
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6.17.2. CONTACTORS / RELAYS 
In this test mode all the contactors and relays (listed below) will be tested.

If a particular test fails the MLC691 computer will hold its output to energize the 

device in the “on” or “high” position so that the circuit can be diagnosed further. This 

is a new feature made possible by the MLC691 computer. Once the user is ready to 

move on to another test, he can tell the computer by pressing the appropriate buttons 

as instructed by the display. At this time ,the computer will de-energize the output 

and resume operation as commanded by the user.

NOTE:Note that corrective actions made while troubleshooting a circuit powered 

from an output being held “high” by the computer will cause devices to pick up, 

This means that making connections will draw an arc! Granted these voltage 

levels are relatively low and current flow is not particularly high, the uninformed 

troubleshooter may be damaged. It is suggested that the before making any 

corrective actions to the defective circuit  first the ongoing Contactors test be 

exited.

Below is a listing of devices checked by the contactors /relay Test

these are testable relays with respect to channels and Digital Out put modules

MILS MODULE 1 MILS MODULE 2 MILS MODULE 3
FPRLY(Fuel pump relay) DCLNO3(DC  Link  Normally 

Open)

TLPR(Turbo  lube  pump 
relay)

DCLNO4(DC  Link  Normally 
Open)

NOAR_OUT(ALA
RAM)

GBC(Governor  Boost 
Coil)

DCLNO5(DC  Link  Normally 
Open)

WHSLP_OUT(Wh
ee slip )

DCLNO6(DC  Link  Normally 
Open)

DCLNC1(DC Link Normally 
Close) 

DCLNC2(DC  Link  Normally 
Close)

DCLNC3(DC  Link  Normally 
Close) 

DCLNC4(DC  Link  Normally 
Close)

ELR_OUT(TE 
Limit)
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GFD(Generator  Field 
decay)

DCLNC5(DC  Link  Normally 
Close) 

GFC(Generator  Field 
contactor)

DCLNC6(DC  Link  Normally 
Close) 

FCS1(Fan1 Slow Speed) B1B2(Brake Grid1 Close)

FCS2(Fan2 Slow Speed) B3B4(Brake Grid2 Close) 

FCF1(Fan1 Full Speed) BWR(Brake Warning Relay)

FCF2A(Fan2 Full Speed) DCR(Dryer control Relay)

DCLNO1(DC  Link 
Normally Open)

CMPSYN(Compressor 
SYNC Relay)

DCLNO2(DC  Link 
Normally Open)

6.17.3. EXCITATION/SCR TEST:

The test checks that specified SCR firing angles, deliver the appropriate Main 

Generator field currents. The computer actually performs several smaller tests within 

the greater excitation general test.

Test 1 to 6 checks each SCR individually for functionality. When the display says that 

a particular SCR is turned on, the Main Gen. field currents should climb to about 10 

Amp,and gradually fall to zero when the SCR is turned off. When the computer is no 

longer attempting to hold the SCR gate open, the field is given a few seconds to 

decay since the machine is highly inductive. Once each SCR has been tested 

individually in both the on and off states (totaling 6 tests), the computer decides 

whether or not to proceed with the multiple SCR firing portion of the test based on the 

results of the first up to this point, the user will be notified accordingly at this time and 

will be given the option END TEST.

During multiple SCR firing portion of the test (test 7 through 10), the computer 

attempts to fire all SCRs at various angles while monitor the field current produced. 

As with the first SIX tests, many opportunities for failure exist . In the event of a 

failure, the user is notified through the monitor and given a few suggestions provided 

are just that -suggestions. The computer has no way of knowing whether or not a 

particular device has failed test 7-10 and expected results are outlined here. If the 

system passes all portions of the test, the user will be notified by a message on the 

screen.
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6.17.4. COOLING FANS
The cooling fan test is designed to verify proper operation. The automatic portion of 

the test turns on each fan at both low and high speed, one after the other ,allowing 

enough time for the operator to visually observe the fans rotating in the various 

settings .The individual test portion allows the user to test operation of a selected 

speed. Time delays between pickup of the associated contactors is necessary during 

the automatic portion of the test. so the user can verify proper fan rotation,because 

confirming that a contactor has picked up gives no assurance that the fan is actually 

running as required. At the completion of any of the tests, the monitor shows a 

message indicating either a particular fault status or a successful run. 

6.17.5. RADAR
This test will exercise the RADAR transceiver,wiring connections and the computer's 

ability to correctly process the RADAR feedback signal. During the test ,the 

transceiver sends the computer a 1000Hz, 8Vdc Square wave which is 

approximately equal to 72.5 KMPH. 

If the speed signal exceeds 2.4 KMPH during the first 5 seconds of the test is 

immediately ended, and the user is notified of a possible transceiver mounting 

problem allowing vibration. Upon successful completion of the first portion, the test 

continues and looks for a stable speed signal between 64 KMPH to 80 KMPH as 

usual, the user will be notified of either possible difficulties , or successful operation 

upon test completion.

6.17.6. WHEEL SLIP
This test causes the wheel slip light on the engineer's control stand to be illuminated 

by picking up the WH SLP relay. This test fulfills FRA requirements that a locomotive 

have the ability to prove that it has a functional wheel slip warning system. 

When the test is in progress, the display informs the user to check the control stand 

indicator has been checked, the test can be ended as usual by pressing the button 

assigned by the display. 
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6.17.7. TC BLOWER MOTOR TEST
TC blower test is used to test TC blower motor. Run the Blower Motor OFF, low, 

medium, high speeds. verify speeds with TM blower motor currents 

6.17.8. TCC PROTECTION TEST 
TCC Protection Test Setup is the first step toward the TCC protection test modes. 

The TCC protection test is used to verify the operation of the TCC crowbars and its 

related circuitry. The DC link(s) are charged with voltage and the crowbars fired. By 

monitoring the DC link voltage, the operation of the TCC protection system can be 

verified.

6.18. FAULT ARCHIVE
The  MAS696  has  the  ability  to  record  abnormal  events  during  operation.  These 

events  are commonly referred to  as faults.  When a fault  occurs,  data packs are 

stored in the data management computer’s non volatile memory. Even if power to the 

data management computer is lost,  the data in the archive will  be protected. The 

entire archive capacity, the amount of data stored with each fault, and the method in 

which the data are recorded represent major differences in the archive systems.

The Data Management computer has an archive memory capacity of 128K and apart 

from this there is additional 32MB non volatile memory in which all the faults logged 

in the sequence of their occurrences and each of these faults associated with data 

packs of 9 seconds data. The 9 seconds data consists of 5 seconds prior to the 

fault ,3 seconds after the fault and fault second as well as fault instant data. The 

Archive memory capacity allows for a great number of faults to be stored around 

5000 records and each record can maintain the occurrences up to 255 faults in a day 

along with  its  status like active,  inactive or acknowledged.  The archive  gives  the 

additional information with each fault.  Data is recorded before corrective action is 

taken. Additionally,all faults will provide data packs at 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 seconds prior to 

the fault, as well as at the time of the event. This is made possible by a Circular data 

storage buffer.
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Fig 6.1.Circular Data Storage Buffer

The Circular Data Storage Buffer is illustrated in Figure 6.1.This particular buffer 

contains six separate groups of data. In the illustration, the buffers are labeled B1, 

B2, B3, B4, B5 & B6.  Assume B1 as the buffer from where buffering starts, and from 

there onwards new data will be put into the next B2 then B3 and so on. In this 

manner the new information will be updated into one of the buffers B1 to B6 and at 

any time one of the buffers gets new data in the circular manner and six seconds of 

data will be maintained at any point of time.  This buffered data is not stored in any 

type of memory. But when a fault condition is detected, all data sets in the buffer are 

immediately copied to the archive memory module.  This data buffer dump is 

illustrated in Figure 6.1. Suppose if fault occurs at the time of updating B4 then the 

sequence of six seconds is as follows.

B4, Fault Second Data.

B3, Immediate to the Fault Second Data,

B2, Two seconds before the fault occurrence,

B1,Three seconds before the fault occurrence,

B6, four seconds before the fault occurrence,

B5, five seconds before the fault occurrence.
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Fig 6.1.Circular Data Buffer Gets Dumped to Memory Upon Loco. Fault 
Detection

The computer samples the status data at every second. If a fault condition occurs at 

this instant, the entire buffer is dumped to the fault archives before corrective action 

is taken. The archive can be downloaded from the control system to a laptop 

computer.
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6.19. METHODS OF RETRIEVING THE ARCHIVE
When the user selects the archive viewing menu, he is given 5 fault retrieval modes 

to select.

1. The first is to review all records in the history beginning with the newest and 

paging back through time.

2. The second option is to view all the active faults.

3. Third is to view all Inactive faults newest to oldest.

4. Fourth is to review all the faults from newest to oldest until the annunciator 

was last reset. The reset date is defined when the user selects that option 

from the main archive menu. The annunciator is useful for viewing only those 

faults which have occurred on a particular trip, or over a certain time period.

5. The final mode consists of a user selectable record. This feature prompts the 

user for a particular date (providing the last annunciator reset date as a 

default). Once the date has been entered, the first archive record whose date 

is equal to or newer than that requested will be retrieved. From this point, the 

user can begin to scan forward to the newest record.

6.20. FAULT DISPLAY
The MAS696 system has the ability of recording the faults that are occurring in the 

system. When the faults occur, the system records the values of the parameters at 

that instant, the previous 5 seconds and the following 3seconds data for further 

examination or analysis.  This data can be downloaded into a pen drive. This fault 

data is copied into a ROM, so that when power failure occurs there is no loss of data.

The fault archive display shows as
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FAULT ARCHIVE                                          PAGE: 1 / 1
1. DISPLAY ARCHIVE FAULTS
2. RESET ANNUNCIATOR
3. ACKNOWLEDGE ALL FAULTS

PREV                                                      SELECT             EXIT

*



The options available at the start of Fault Archive are Display Archive faults, Reset 

Annunciator and Acknowledge.  “Reset annunciator” option is used to store faults 

from the time when the user presses this key.

The Acknowledge All Faults Option in the menu list will acknowledge all the faults 

which have acknowledgment pending from the user.

In the first option another screen open up where the user is given the choice of 

viewing the entire faults, All active or inactive faults, Faults since annunciator or date 

& Time. The annunciator is the time where the user has selected a particular date & 

Time from where he wishes to view the faults occurring in the system.

Display shows fault screen which gives the following information such as Loco no, 

Date and time, Fault text and its status of whether the fault is active or inactive or 

acknowledged and the number of times the fault occurred in 24 hours time.

Any unwanted occurrence in the system, due to wrong action attributable to bad 

judgment or ignorance or inattention has been deemed fault.  These faults will be 

logged in the data management computer along with the date and time of its 

occurrence. The instant the fault occurs the current values of the parameters for the 

previous 5 seconds, the fault instant will shown on display.
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             DISPLAY ARCHIVE                                             PAGE: 1 / 2
        1. ENTIRE ARCHIVE
        2. ALL ACTIVE FAULTS
        3. ALL INACTIVE FAULTS
        4. FAULTS SINCE ANNUNCIATOR

PREV                         NEXT                          SELECT                     EXIT

            FAULT ARCHIVE DISPLAY MENU                             PAGE: 2 / 2
             5. FAULTS SINCE DATE & TIME

PREV                                                 SELECT                 EXIT

 LOCO NO xxxxxxxx      DD/MM/YY    HH:MM:SS
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  Fault Text xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Faults in 24 Hrs:  xxxxx         
STATUS:  ACTIVE / INACTIVE / ACK

      PREV                OLDER                NEWER                MORE

*

*
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FAULT ARCHIVE STATUS MENU                       PAGE: 1 / 1
1. DATA PACKS
2. FAULT STATISTICS

PREV                                                   SELECT                    EXIT

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx Fault Text xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Active :                      DD/MM/YY HH:MM:SS
Inactive:                        Fault is ACTIVE
Acknowledged:         Fault not ACKNOWLEDGED
PREV         OLDER          NEWER               ACKNOWLEDGE

*

FAULT ARCHIVE STATUS MENU                       PAGE: 1 / 1
1. DATA PACKS
2. FAULT STATISTICS

PREV                                                   SELECT                    EXIT

*

FAULT DATA PACKS                                            PAGE: 1 / 2
1. FDP -5 SEC
2. FDP -4 SEC
3. FDP -3 SEC
4. FDP -2 SEC

PREV              NEXT                SELECT                   EXIT

*

FAULT DATA PACKS PAGE: 2 / 2
5. FDP -1 SEC
6. FDP 0 SEC

PREV                                             SELECT                  EXIT

*

:Note:  If the Fault is Inactive, in the screen there will be an option to 

acknowledge it and it is provided by the F4 Key else it will not be there.



6.21. TM CUTOUT:
In MAS696 each motor can cut out independently. This is also known as inverter cut 

out. The amount of power available from the locomotive will be limited approximately 

proportional to the number of motors cutout.  

The options in this menu gives the user the choice to cut in or cut out is given in 

figure below.

6.22. RUNNING TOTALS:
Data is continuously being recorded and stored in the data management computer. 

These data classified as Life time data, Notch wise data, trip wise data and Monthly 

data. The information viewed is the distance traveled, the power dissipated etc.

Choosing the life time or Trip monitor display will shows as 

6.23. LIFE TIME DATA

Unit:XXXXX                         DATE SINCE DD/MM/YY                                                  
ENGINE ON TIME(Hrs)    :      xxxxxxxxxx 
DISTANCE TRAVELLED(KM) :      xxxxxxxxxx
TRACTION hp(Hp*Hrs)    :      xxxxxxxxxx 
TRACTION power(KWH)    :      xxxxxxxxxx  

PREV        <--SCROLL         SCROLL -->        PRINT     

Choosing any throttle data package will show information as below 
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                       CUMULATIVE DATA   SCREEN                                              PAGE: 1/1       
               1. LIFE TIME DATA
               2. NOTCH WISE DATA
               3. TRIP MONITOR DATA
               4. MONTHLY DATA

          PREV                                                                 SELECT               EXIT

*

                            TRACTION MOTORS   

TM NO                  STATUS                                       TM NO                 STATUS
  TM1:                   CUTIN                                             TM4                   CUTOUT
  TM2:                   CUTIN                                             TM5                   CUTOUT           
  TM3:                   CUTIN                                             TM6                   CUTOUT

          PREV                                                                CUTOUT               EXIT

 TM2:



6.24. NOTCH WISE DATA

Unit:XXXXX                                 Duty cycle from DD/MM/YY 
Govnr           Hours              kms         KWatt*hrs
Idle            xxxxxxx            xxxxxxx        xxxxxxx
1               xxxxxxx            xxxxxxx        xxxxxxx 
2               xxxxxxx            xxxxxxx        xxxxxxx

PREV                           SCROLL -->        PRINT     

Unit:XXXXX                                Duty cycle from DD/MM/YY 
Govnr           Hours              kms          KWatt*hrs
3               xxxxxxx            xxxxxxx       xxxxxxx
4               xxxxxxx            xxxxxxx       xxxxxxx 
5               xxxxxxx            xxxxxxx       xxxxxxx

PREV        <--SCROLL         SCROLL -->        PRINT     

Unit:XXXXX                         Duty cycle from DD/MM/YY 
Govnr           Hours              Kms         KWatt*hrs
6               xxxxxxx            xxxxxxx      xxxxxxx
7               xxxxxxx            xxxxxxx      xxxxxxx 
8               xxxxxxx            xxxxxxx     xxxxxxx

PREV        <--SCROLL                        PRINT     

Selection of monthly data packages will show information as below 

6.25. MONTHLY DATA :

Unit:uuuuuuuuuu        yy       Monthly k watt*hrs  
Jan   xxxxxxx      MAY     xxxxxxx       Sep   xxxxxxx
Feb   xxxxxxx      Jun   xxxxxxx         Oct   xxxxxxx
Mar   xxxxxxx      Jul   xxxxxxx         Nov   xxxxxxx
Apr   xxxxxxx      Aug   xxxxxxx         Dec   xxxxxxx

PREV                        SCROLL -->        PRINT     
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6.26. SETTINGS:
This menu option handles the various enable and disable operations for the Locked 

Wheel Detection, Auto Creep Control, Blended Brake, VCD mode. The other settings 

of the parameters like Locomotive Number, Locomotive Type, Section Name, Driver 

ID etc is also available. The text are to be entered through the Alphanumeric key 

board.  There are certain screens where only numbers are to be entered like Loco 

Number, for such screens the Alphanumeric Keypad changes into Numeric Key pad. 

In Alphanumeric Keypad the user is given an option of changing the case of the 

characters he is entering, like Capital to Small to Number to Capital. The maximum 

limit is set for each parameter.

In the data entry mode comes the parameters which requires the user to enter large 

names or numbers for the purpose of saving and retrieving for future use.

6.27. UNIT INFORMATION:

In main menu “Unit Information” option is available. It provides system information 

like locomotive Number, Type, the shed name and the software version number of 

the different control cards available in the system.
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7. MODULE 7
DIFFERENT MEMORIES

7.1. INTRODUCTION

The MAS696 has the ability  to record normal  working data and abnormal  events 

during operation in different Non Volatile memories. These memories are named as 

Internal and External Memories. An Internal Memory is the one where the data is 

stored in an On board Memory (Module Memory), where as an External Memory is in 

the form of a Memory Card that can be plugged out off the system. These Internal 

and External Memories hold the data of all the sub systems. Thus all the system data 

can be downloaded from one centralized place. Internal or External Memory can be 

downloaded by a lap-top computer through user friendly analysis software or pen 

drive.  This  data can be used in  fault  diagnosis,  and to  analyze  the locomotive's 

performance during run.

Information shown on the display of the MAS696, such as fault archives and operator 

configuration data, can be downloaded from the MDMC module present in the LCC 

unit.

7.2. INTERNAL MEMORY
The internal memory records short term, long term data, operator configuration data, 

main configuration data, fault codes and fault data packs, driver data, running totals 

and fault archive. The Internal memory consists of 32MB flash and 128KB of fault 

archive memory. These memories can be downloaded from MDMC Module present 

in the LCC Unit.

7.3. EXTERNAL MEMORY
The External memory records short term, long term data, operator configuration data, 

main configuration data, fault codes and fault data packs, driver data, running totals. 

The external memory consists of 16MB flash. These memories can be downloaded 

from Memory Card by plugging it out from the MLCC card.
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7.4. TYPES OF DATA AVAILABLE

7.4.1. SHORT TERM DATA
Some of the system parameters will be stored at 1sec interval up to 12 hours in 

internal and external memories. short term data will be recorded when speed is 

greater than or equal to 1 kmph. If speed is zero kmph then if any one of the 

parameter changes then only it will be recorded. We can stop the short memory 

recording by giving the memory freeze start input. The parameters are Speed, 

Distance, Tractive effort, Power,  Brake pipe pressure, Brake cylinder pressure, T24T 

voltage, notch, Reverser Position, GFreq, Horn, Head Llight1, Head Light2, PCS 

position (pneumatic control switch), Penalty brake status, motoring status, Dynamic 

braking status. The short term data also consists of various remarks like when 

system is power up/off, memory freeze start/stop, PC/laptop 

connected/disconnected, pen drive connected/disconnected, TE Limit switch on/off, 

date and time setting from display, start when speed is 1kmph or above, stop remark 

when speed is zero kmph. 

7.4.2. LONG TERM DATA
Some of the system parameters are stored at 20 sec interval in internal and external 

memories. The parameters are Speed, Distance, Tractive effort, Power, Brake pipe 

pressure, Brake cylinder pressure, TL24T voltage, notch, Reverser Position, G Freq, 

Horn, Head Llight1, Head Light2, PCS position (pneumatic control switch), Penalty 

brake status, motoring status, Dynamic braking status. The long term data also 

consists of various remarks like when system is power up/off, memory freeze 

start/stop, PC/laptop connected/disconnected, pen drive connected/disconnected, TE 

Limit switch on/off, date and time setting from display, start when speed is 1kmph or 

above, stop remark when speed is zero kmph. 

7.4.3. DRIVER DATA
Some of the system parameters are stored at 10 min interval in internal and external 

memories. The parameters are battery voltage, battery current, engine water 

temperature and notch position.
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7.4.4. RUNNING TOTALS
Engine run time, distance traveled, traction HP, Power consumed throughout the life 

of the loco will be recorded. Engine run time, distance traveled, traction HP, Power 

consumed will be recorded trip wise also. Trip start setting option is available in 

running totals of display. Distance traveled and power will be stored in monthly wise. 

This data will be recorded in internal and external memories.

7.4.5. FAULT LOG
All the system faults will be logged in sequence of their occurrence with date and 

time in internal and external memories. There is a separate non volatile memory for 

storing the faults. MAS696 system can maintain at least last 6000 faults .One can 

download all the faults and can analyze the system performance.

7.4.6. FAULT DATA PACKS
For all the stored faults there will be 9 seconds of data. 5 sec of data preceding the 

fault occurrence, fault second data, fault instant data and 3 seconds of data after the 

fault occurrence. One can analyze the all the system parameters behavior in the 9 

seconds data. The data packs can be retrieved for the latest 900 faults as minimum.

7.4.7. OPERATOR CONFIGURATION DATA
User can set the loco number, shed name, loco type, train number, driver ID, section 

name and train load either through display or from PC. The operator data history will 

be recorded in both internal and external memories.

7.4.8. MAIN CONFIGURATION DATA
All configuration parameters used in controlling will be recorded  in both internal and 

external memories.
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7.4.9. FAULT ARCHIVE
The abnormal events are commonly referred to as faults. When a fault occurs, data 

packs are stored in the data management computer’s non volatile memory. Even if 

power  to  the data  management  computer  is  lost,  the data  in  the  archive  will  be 

protected. The entire archive capacity, the amount of data stored with each fault, and 

the method in which the data are recorded represent major differences in the archive 

systems.

The Data Management computer  has  an  archive  memory capacity  of  128K.  The 

Archive memory capacity allows for a great number of faults to be stored around 

5000 records and each record can maintain the occurrences up to 255 in a day , 

active,  inactive  and  acknowledged  status.  The  archive  gives  the  additional 

information  with  each  fault.  Data  is  recorded  before  corrective  action  is  taken. 

Additionally, all faults will provide data packs at 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 seconds prior to the 

fault, as well as at the time of the event.

The fault archive maintains the time stamp of first time fault occurrence, latest fault 

recovery and fault acknowledgment and number of occurrences in 24 hours. This 

data available in internal memory.

7.5. DATA RETRIEVAL THROUGH DISPLAY
The fault archive can be retrieved through display.

Whenever the user presses the MENU key on the key board the following screen will 

be displayed.

Below are the screens proposed for Fault Archive Menu and sub Menu's and their 

related screens.

By selecting the option 3 we will get the following options. 
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                     MAIN MENU                                          PAGE:  1 / 2
1.  DATA METERS
2.  SELF TESTS
3.  FAULT ARCHIVE
4.  TM CUTOUT

                                   NEXT                 SELECT                EXIT



By selecting the DISPLAY ARCHIVE FAULTS we will get the following options.

Press NEXT( F2 ) for next screen. After pressing it displays

7.5.1. ENTIRE ARCHIVE
In this option we can retrieve all the faults from latest to oldest. Each fault is 

associated with first time occurrence time stamp in that day, loco number, fault 

message, frequency of occurrences in that day, status of that fault in that day, 

statistics and data pack of the fault.

In the above screen press MORE(F4)  for fault statistics and Data packs as shown 

below.
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                    FAULT ARCHIVE                                          PAGE:  1 / 1
1.  DISPLAY  ARCHIVE FAULTS
2.  RESET ANNUNCIATOR
3.  ACKNOWLEDGE ALL FAULTS
 

*

      PREV                                              SELECT                 EXIT

                  DISPLAY  ARCHIVE                                    PAGE:  1 / 2
1.  ENTIRE ARCHIVE
2.  ALL ACTIVE FAULTS
3.  ALL INACTIVE  FAULTS
4.  FAULTS SINCE ANNUNCIATOR
 

*

      PREV               NEXT                           SELECT           EXIT

 LOCO NO: xxxxxxxx                                          DD/MM/YY    HH:MM:SS
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  Fault Text xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Faults in 24 Hrs:  xxxxx         
STATUS:  ACTIVE / INACTIVE / ACK

      PREV                OLDER                NEWER                MORE

                   FAULT ARCHIVE  DISPLAY MENU              PAGE:  2 / 2
5. FAULTS SINCE DATE- TIME

 

*

   PREV                                              SELECT                 EXIT



We can view the prior and fault instant data of the fault from the below options

Pressing F2 the following screen will appear.

After selecting one of them it displays the screens with the the parameter values.

We can view the statistics of the fault .

Note: If the Fault is Inactive, in the screen there will be an option to Acknowledge it 

and it is provided by the F4 key else it will not be there. 

In the above screen if the Fault is Inactive, its Date and time will be shown.

If the Fault is Acknowledged then its date and time will be shown. 
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                   FAULT ARCHIVE  STATUS                            PAGE:  1 / 1
1.  DATA PACKS
2.  FAULT STATISTICS
 

*

      PREV                                              SELECT                 EXIT

                    FAULT DATA PACKS                          PAGE:  1 / 2
1.  FDP -5 SEC
2.  FDP -4 SEC
3.  FDP -3 SEC
4.  FDP -2 SEC

*

      PREV                  NEXT                        SELECT                 EXIT

                    FAULT DATA PACKS                          PAGE:  2 / 2
5.  FDP -1 SEC
6.  FDP  0 SEC*

  PREV                                              SELECT             EXIT

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx Fault Text xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
    Active :                           DD/MM/YY  HH:MM:SS
    Inactive:                          Fault is ACTIVE 
    Acknowledged:              Fault not ACKNOWLEDGED

     PREV               OLDER               NEWER        ACKNOWLEDG  
      



7.5.2. ALL ACTIVE FAULTS
In this option we can retrieve all the active faults from latest to oldest. Each fault is 

associated with first time occurrence's time stamp in that day, loco number, fault 

message, frequency of occurrences in that day, statistics and data pack of the fault. 

we can clear the active faults manually from the clear active fault option.

After selecting the clear active faults option the following screen will appear.

Select clear option to clear the Active Faults. After the selection it will ask for the 

password 
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                    ACTIVE FAULTS                                          PAGE:  1 / 1
1.  ACTIVE FAULTS INFORMATION
2.  CLEAR ACTIVE FAULTS

 

*

   PREV                                              SELECT                 EXIT

                    ACTIVE FAULTS                                          PAGE:  1 / 1
1.  ACTIVE FAULTS INFORMATION
2.  CLEAR ACTIVE FAULTS

 

*

   PREV                                              SELECT                 EXIT

 LOCO NO:  xxxxxxxx                                         DD/MM/YY    HH:MM:SS
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  Fault Text xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Faults in 24 Hrs:  xxxxx         
STATUS:  ACTIVE

      PREV                OLDER                NEWER             CLEAR

ENTER THE PASSWORD                                                           123...

 DELETE                                            OK                  CANCEL

 _



After password entered select OK to verify password. If Password is matched, it 

sends Fault clearing Command to MCC. After the Fault is cleared, MCC will send 

Acknowledge. Then it displays the clearance status whether cleared or not.

7.5.3. ALL IN ACTIVE FAULTS
In this option we can retrieve all the inactive faults from latest to oldest. Each fault is 

associated with first time occurrence's time stamp in that day, loco number, fault 

message, frequency of occurrences in that day, statistics and data pack of the fault. 

We can acknowledge the inactive fault.

7.5.4. FAULTS SINCE ANNUNCIATOR
In this option we can retrieve all the faults from newest to oldest until the annunciator 

was last reset. The reset date is defined when the user selects that option from the 

main archive menu. The annunciator is useful for viewing only those faults which 

have occurred on a particular trip, or over a certain time period. Each fault is 

associated with first time occurrence's time stamp in that day, loco number, fault 

message, frequency of occurrences in that day, statistics and data pack of the fault. 

7.5.5. FAULTS SINCE DATE AND TIME
In this option we can retrieve all the faults from required date and time. when the user 

selects this option from the main archive menu, he has to enter the date and time . 

The annunciator is useful for viewing faults over a certain time period. Each fault is 

associated with first time occurrence's time stamp in that day, loco number, fault 

message, frequency of occurrences in that day, statistics and data pack of the fault.
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           Fault Cleared / Fault Can not be Cleared
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7.6. DOWNLOADING THROUGH PEN DRIVE
If we connect the pen drive to the MDMC card, then MDMC will copy all the files(on 

board memory or internal memory data) into pen drive. This down load option is for 

internal memory only. Then select the downloading option in the medha data analysis 

software through the following menu,

After the pen drive(Internal memory) selection we will get the following window and 

select the folder which is in the format "MAS696LoconoxxxxxxxxDDD-MM-YYTHH-

MM-SS" to retrieve the long term memory, short term memory, faults only and fault 

messages with data pack.
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7.7. PC/LAPTOP
In the PC/Laptop downloading option we can download both internal as well as 

external memory also.

For downloading the external memory to  PC/LAPTOP first we have to remove the 

card from control unit. Once the card is plugged out, a standard USB cable with 

class-A connector at one end and mini class-B connector at the other end to be used. 

Connect the mini class-B connector to the memory card mini -B receptacle and class-

A to the PC/Laptop. Once connection is established one can select the External 

memory downloading option. When External memory option selected the following 

window will pop-up,

After the external memory selection we will get the following window to retrieve the 

long term memory, short term memory, faults only and fault messages with data 

pack.
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For downloading the internal memory directly from the card(on board memory) to PC/

LAPTOP a standard USB cable with class-A connector at one end and class-B 

connector at the other end to be used. Connect the class-B connector on the facia of 

MDMC and class-A to the PC/Laptop. Once connection is established one can select 

the internal memory downloading option like external memory. when internal memory 

option selected, then the downloading options are same as external memory 

downloading options shown as above.

7.8. REPORT GENERATION
After downloading the short term/long term data we can generate the following 7.8.1 

to 7.8.5 reports by selecting various options. 

7.8.1. SPEED VIOLATION REPORT
We can generate the speed violation report to know all the instants where loco speed 

is above set speed or below set speed. With above set speed report  one can check 

all the instants wherever driver exceeded the particular set speed.

If we set the speed limit  as 95 kmph then speed violation report will generate all the 

instants wherever speed is greater then 95 kmph. Like this we can generate speed 

violation report if speed is below some set limit through less option in the following 

window.
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7.8.2. START & STOP 

7.8.3. REPORT
We can generate the start/stop report to know all the instants where loco speed is 

above 1 kmph or zero kmph. With above report one can check when the loco is in 

moving condition or in halt condition, or how much duration it is in moving condition 

or in halt condition, and the distance traveled in that time.

7.8.4. GRAPHICAL REPORT
We can generate the graphical report for the speed, brake pipe pressure, brake 

cylinder pressure in the required interval.
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7.8.5. TABULAR REPORT
We can generate the tabular report without any conditions for all recorded data to 

analyze the behavior of various parameters.

7.8.6. OPERATOR CONFIGURATION REPORT
We can generate the operators history report.
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7.8.7. FAULT LOG REPORT
This report will be generated through down load faults only option

7.8.8. FAULT DATA PACK REPORT
If we click the FDP option for a particular fault say 17/05/09 18:46:18  fault code 8224 

in the fault messages with data pack option we can get the following report of 9 

seconds data. This report generation can be done download fault messages with 

data pack option.
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7.8.9. INDIVIDUAL FAULT HISTORY IN THE SELECTED INTERVAL
We can generate the history report of all the faults or a particular fault by using locate 

option in the selected period.

By selecting the fault which occurred 26 times in the above window we get the 

detailed report of the fault code as following,
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7.8.10. FAULT ARCHIVE REPORT
This report will be generated in the fault messages with the data pack option.

7.8.11. CUMULATIVE DATA REPORT 
This report will be generated in the fault messages with the data pack option.
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7.8.12. DRIVER DATA LOG REPORT

7.9. PRINT / SAVE OPTIONS OF REPORTS
All the reports generated in the section 7.8 can be saved in .DBF files format, text 

format also. Print option is also available for all kinds of reports.

7.10. ERASE OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL MEMORIES
The Internal and external memories can be erased from PC/Laptop by entering the 

password.

Once erase is completed the analysis software will show erased successfully 

comment.

7.11. PROBLEMS/TROUBLE SHOOTING DURING DATA RETRIEVALS
In the event the PC does not seem to properly communicate with the MDMC,

the following action should be taken:

if the cable is not connected properly then the following message will come. One can 

unplug the cable and connect it and can proceed further
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7.12. SNAP SHOTS OF DISPLAY SCREENS
The snap shots of data meter screens, running total screens and help messages can 

be taken by connecting PC/Laptop to the MDMC. This option can be selectable from 

analysis software.

After above selection and by clicking the print soft key in the display, snaps will 

appear as the following. Through menu option in the below wind we can save the 

snaps or can take print outs of the snaps or exit from the application.
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7.13. ON LINE DATA LOGGER
The system parameters  which  are  to  be  monitored  can be selected  through the 

configuration. One can select upto 22 parameters. After configuration, using the on 

line Data Logger option in the medha analysis software one can monitor the behavior 

of selected parameters in the PC/Laptop. The analysis software will save the records 

in DBF format files in the background. These files can be used for generating the 

graphs and analysis.

7.14. INTELLIGENT DATA LOGGER
Data logging through the programmable equations or when some selected fault 

codes occurred or with both equations and fault codes can be done in MAS696. The 

programmable equations contains user selectable parameters and their limit values. 

For intelligent data logging one should select the codes or equations or both through 

configuration. Pen drive to be connected after the configuration is done.

IDL will  create a new file for every 4MB of data in Pen drive. All  the data for the 

events occurring in a day are written into the same folder and the format of the folder 

and files inside the folder are “MAS696 IDL Loco no xxxxxxxx”, “YYYY-MM-DD  HH 

MM  SS”.  It  also  creates  a  new  file  whenever  Pen  drive  is  disconnected  and 

connected again. The storage will take place as long as disk space available in pen 

drive. If the disk space is not there then IDL card will send the low disk space fault to 

Display there after pen drive should be removed. The stored data from the pen drive 

can be retrieved by selecting the pen drive data(IDL Analyzer) option in the analysis 

software. The pen drive data(IDL Analyzer) option can be selected as following,
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once selected the following window will pop up

In the  above window through load option select the folder and file which are in the 

above  mentioned  format.   we  can  retrieve  the  data  as  following  and  equation 

configured and faults can be seen.

The retrieved data can be saved in .DBF file format.
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7.15. FORM OF THE PROGRAMMABLE EQUATIONS

1. [parameter1(condition )value1]  (operator)  [parameter2(condition)value2]   

     (operator)  [parameter3( condition  )value3]

2. [parameter1(condition)value1]  (operator)  [parameter2(condition)value2]  

     (operator) [parameter3( condition  )value3]

3. [parameter1( condition  )value1]  (operator)  [parameter2(condition)value2]  

     (operator) [parameter3( condition  )value3]

The various selectable conditions are (>, <, ==  )greater than, lesser than or equal.

The selectable operators are (&& , ||) logical AND , OR .

   We can select the equations as following :

   ( notch > 7 ) && ( loco speed > 120 ) || ( loco speed == 120 )

7.16. FORM OF THE FAULT CODES

Fault codes of 1 to 10 can be selected when the selected fault code occurred the 

data of 1 to 10 sec as prior data and 1 to 10 sec of post data will be logged.
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